BoCC Public Hearing Comments: 2020 Comprehensive Plan Update
Comments Received 11‐3‐20 through 11‐24‐20
Unique ID

BCC‐PH‐0

BCC‐PH‐1

BCC‐PH‐2

BCC‐PH‐3

BCC‐PH‐4

Date

Commenter Name

11/13/2020 Loretta Seppanen

11/15/2020 Alex Foster

11/15/2020 Eileen Perfrement

11/15/2020 Jon Bennett

11/15/2020 Sandra Hammond

Topic

Summary

County Response

Mineral Lands

Letter to community regarding upcoming public hearing. Recommended
positions:
A‐1 (do not co‐designat agriculture with MRL),
C‐1 (notify plats up to 1,000 feet),
D‐1 MODIFIED ‐ limit expansion to designated lands, except when expanding
into an area around a park donated by a mining company, or expanding into
the distance from an Urban Growth Area
E‐1 MODIFIED ‐ require 25% of a parcel to be designated in order to apply for
a permit
Support the 1,000‐foot separation distance that exists in the designation
Comment recorded.
criteria of Chapter 3.

Mineral Lands

The proposal will have long‐term impacts on natural resources, and the
decision should be delayed until Carolina Mejia is seated. In light of noise,
heavy equipment, rock crushing and drying and other disruptive activities, I
recommend options A‐1 (as‐is), and options D‐1 and E‐1 with modifications
to put some critical limits on mining operations.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐5

BCC‐PH‐6

BCC‐PH‐7

BCC‐PH‐8

BCC‐PH‐9

BCC‐PH‐10

11/15/2020 Wendy Tanowitz

11/15/2020 Gary Botswick

11/15/2020 Pat Whitinger

11/15/2020 Loren Stern

11/15/2020 Nancy Nelson

11/15/2020 Ellen Cholski

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐11

BCC‐PH‐12

BCC‐PH‐13

BCC‐PH‐14

BCC‐PH‐15

BCC‐PH‐16

11/15/2020 J Duncan

11/15/2020 Amanda Rudisill

11/15/2020 Lee Gekas

11/15/2020 Margaret Wehrle

11/15/2020 Ann Berry

11/15/2020 Kathy Haviland

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐17

BCC‐PH‐18

BCC‐PH‐19

BCC‐PH‐20

BCC‐PH‐21

BCC‐PH‐22

11/15/2020 Suzanne Wilson

11/15/2020 Maitri Sojourner

11/15/2020 Amy Boatright

11/15/2020 Alan Hornstein

11/15/2020 Jean Takekawa

11/15/2020 Bruce Turcott

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐23

BCC‐PH‐24

BCC‐PH‐25

BCC‐PH‐26

BCC‐PH‐27

BCC‐PH‐28

11/15/2020 Kathy Ohalloran

11/15/2020 Sam Merrill

11/15/2020 Debra Nickerson

11/15/2020 Robert Markey

11/15/2020 Elise Robinson

11/15/2020 Michael McGee

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐29

BCC‐PH‐30

BCC‐PH‐31

BCC‐PH‐32

BCC‐PH‐33

BCC‐PH‐34

11/15/2020 James Dirks

11/15/2020 Teresa McGee

11/15/2020 Barbara Black

11/15/2020 Wanda Hedrick

11/15/2020 Marilyn Miller

11/15/2020 Elida Wilson

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐35

BCC‐PH‐36

BCC‐PH‐37

BCC‐PH‐38

BCC‐PH‐39

BCC‐PH‐40

11/15/2020 Rebecca Russell

11/15/2020 Phyllis Farrell

11/15/2020 Laurie Dils

11/15/2020 Joel Carlson

11/15/2020 Thom Lufkin

11/15/2020 Edward Ford

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐41

BCC‐PH‐42

BCC‐PH‐43

BCC‐PH‐44

BCC‐PH‐45

BCC‐PH‐46

11/15/2020 Jane Poole

11/15/2020 Kathy Prosser

11/15/2020 Sally Payne

Jim and Carolyn
11/15/2020 Harmon

11/15/2020 Kathleen Snyder

11/16/2020 Bonnie Wood

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐47

BCC‐PH‐48

BCC‐PH‐49

BCC‐PH‐50

BCC‐PH‐51

BCC‐PH‐52

11/16/2020 Marcia Horner

11/16/2020 John Van Eenwyk

11/15/2020 Lee Riner

11/15/2020 Kyle Leader

11/15/2020 Janet Witt

11/15/2020 Linda Nielsen

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐53

BCC‐PH‐54

BCC‐PH‐55

BCC‐PH‐56

BCC‐PH‐57

BCC‐PH‐58

11/15/2020 Peggy Butler

11/15/2020 Cathy Strum

11/15/2020 Marcy Anholt

11/15/2020 Justin Patten

11/16/2020 Bev Black

11/16/2020 Esther Kronenberg

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐59

BCC‐PH‐60

BCC‐PH‐61

BCC‐PH‐62

BCC‐PH‐63

BCC‐PH‐64

11/16/2020 Suzanne Simons

11/16/2020 Lillian Ryan

11/16/2020 Marian Mehegan

11/16/2020 Lori Doron

11/16/2020 Juliet Van Eenwyk

11/17/2020 Sally Nole

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

The bird population has declined over the last several years, and a large part
of that is due to loss of habitat. I urge you to think about the impact that the
MRL designation will have on all creatures, great and small.
Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐65

11/16/2020 Nancy Peterson

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

BCC‐PH‐66

11/16/2020 Joseph Zabransky

Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐67

Kyler Danielson,
11/17/2020 Lakeside Indsutries

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.
Comment recorded.
We ask that you approve the Planning Commission's unanimous
recommendation on mineral resource lands, which includes Options A‐2, C‐1,
D‐3, and E‐2.
Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please accept the following options:
A‐1 ‐ no co‐designation
C‐1 ‐ keep notificance at 1,000 feet
D‐1 with modification, limit mine expansion to designated lands except when
a mine is expanding into an area around a donated park, or when expanding
into the area of a UGA.
E‐1 with modification that 25% of parcel must be mapped to apply for a
permit, and no area within the 1,000 distance from parks eligible to apply,
except when donated by a mine company.
Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded.

BCC‐PH‐68

11/17/2020 Ann Butler

BCC‐PH‐69

11/17/2020 Judith Bardin

BCC‐PH‐70

Steve Hitzel
11/17/2020 Granite Construction Mineral Lands

We support the Planning Commission's unanimous recommendation:
Option A‐2, C‐1, D‐3, and E‐2.

Comment recorded.

11/17/2020 Gwen Atkinson

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

BCC‐PH‐71

Mineral Lands

BoCC Public Hearing Comments: 2020 Comprehensive Plan Update
Comments Received 11‐3‐20 through 11‐24‐20

BCC‐PH‐72

BCC‐PH‐73

BCC‐PH‐74

BCC‐PH‐75

BCC‐PH‐76

11/17/2020 Ed Kenney

11/17/2020 Kevin Head

11/17/2020 Josh Stottlemyer

11/17/2020 Susan Sadwell

11/17/2020 Dennis Plank

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please keep rural Thurston County character. We are losing farmlands. Gravel
mines are not endangered ‐ we have many already and more in surrounding
counties. I strongly support
Option A‐1, no co‐designation
Option C‐1. Notification should be higher at 2500 feet.
Option D‐1, mining should be limited, and expansion should be difficult and
discouraged.
Option E ‐ only designated areas should be minable.
The 1,000 foot language in Chapter 3 should be retained or perferably
expanded to 2,500 ft.

For permit applications for mineral extractions,
properties within 2,600 ft are notified (this is
existing code language and is not under
consideration for change).

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Comment recorded.
The 1,000‐foot notification is for plats within that
distance of designation.
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BCC‐PH‐77

BCC‐PH‐78

BCC‐PH‐79

BCC‐PH‐80

BCC‐PH‐81

BCC‐PH‐82

11/17/2020 Douglas Ryan

11/17/2020 Amy Stottlemyer

11/17/2020 Amy Stottlemyer

11/17/2020 Donna Snow

11/17/2020 Julia Brayshaw

11/17/2020 Karen Feeley

Mineral Lands

Please keep the 1,000 foot separation between parks and mines.
Please support option A‐1 ‐ do not codesignate mineral lands with
agriculture.
Please support option E‐1, but require that at least 25% of a parcel be
designated.

Mineral Lands

Please keep rural Thurston County character. We are losing farmlands. Gravel
mines are not endangered ‐ we have many already and more in surrounding
counties. I strongly support
Option A‐1, no co‐designation
Option C‐1. Notification should be higher at 2500 feet.
Option D‐1, mining should be limited, and expansion should be difficult and
discouraged.
Option E ‐ only designated areas should be minable.
The 1,000 foot language in Chapter 3 should be retained or perferably
expanded to 2,500 ft.

For permit applications for mineral extractions,
properties within 2,600 ft are notified this is
existing code language and is not under
consideration for change).

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Comment recorded.

Comment recorded.
The 1,000‐foot notification is for plats within that
distance of designation.
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BCC‐PH‐83

BCC‐PH‐84

BCC‐PH‐85

BCC‐PH‐86

BCC‐PH‐87

BCC‐PH‐88

11/17/2020 Hans Littooy

11/17/2020 Mike McCormick

11/17/2020 Kim Lincoln

11/17/2020 Lyle Westhoff

11/17/2020 Josh Stottlemyer

11/17/2020 Christine Garst

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded
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BCC‐PH‐89

BCC‐PH‐90

BCC‐PH‐91

BCC‐PH‐92

BCC‐PH‐93

BCC‐PH‐94

11/18/2020 Nancy Partlow

11/18/2020 Barbara Snow

11/18/2020 Jennifer Seel

11/18/2020 Blaine Snow

11/18/2020 Quentin Philips

11/18/2020 Robert Vadas

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded
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BCC‐PH‐95

BCC‐PH‐96

BCC‐PH‐97

BCC‐PH‐98

BCC‐PH‐99

BCC‐PH‐100

11/18/2020 Muriel Davis

11/18/2020 Meryl Bernstein

11/19/2020 Shannon Young

11/18/2020 John Kleinpell

11/19/2020 Susan Markey

11/19/2020 Patrica Rutherford

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded
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BCC‐PH‐101

BCC‐PH‐102

BCC‐PH‐103

BCC‐PH‐104

BCC‐PH‐105

11/19/2020 Winona Fetherolf

11/19/2020 Joseph Dlugo

Charles & Beverly
11/19/2020 Heebner

Heather Taylor‐
11/19/2020 Zimmerman

11/19/2020 Jessica Rose

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

BCC‐PH‐106

Mary Wright‐
11/20/2020 Bjorgen

Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐107

11/20/2020 William Beattie

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.
Please support the 1,000 foot separation distance. We support option A‐1
(do not codesignate) and a modified option E‐1 (at least 25%)

Comment recorded
Comment recorded
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BCC‐PH‐108

BCC‐PH‐109

BCC‐PH‐110

11/20/2020 Shelley Kirk‐Ruden

11/20/2020 Michelle Blanchard

11/20/2020 Cynthia Stonick

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Comment recorded

Comment recorded

Comment recorded

BCC‐PH‐111

11/21/2020 Chris Earle

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

BCC‐PH‐112

11/22/2020 Jean Maust

Mineral Lands

I support option A‐1 (no codesignation) and option E‐1 with modification to
keep ineligible those areas that are within the 1,000 foot area.

Mineral Lands

BHAS urges you to adopt options that provide the most protections for the
county's rural character and parks: A‐1, C‐1, D‐1 (with modifications) and E‐1
(with modification). In considering the update, the Commissioner's should
consider the growth of mines and its affect on the county and that mines
Comment recorded.
may conflict with parks set aside for conservation.

BCC‐PH‐113

Sue Danver, Black
Hills Audubon
11/22/2020 Society
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Comments Received 11‐3‐20 through 11‐24‐20

BCC‐PH‐114

11/23/2020 Katherine Morris

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

BCC‐PH‐115

11/23/2020 Carol Goss

Mineral Lands

I support option A‐1 (no codesignation)

Mineral Lands

I urge you to support option A‐1, no co‐designation, Option D‐1 (modified) to
only allow mines into undesignated areas on two conditions ‐ when a park
was donated, or moving into 1000 ft from UGA, and Option E‐1 (modified)
Comment recorded.
with at least 25% of a parcel designated.

Mineral Lands

I support option A‐1, option C‐1, Option D‐1 modified (expansion on
undesignated in two circumstances ‐ donated park or 1,000 ft from UGA),
and option E‐1 modified (25% minimum designated)

Mineral Lands

We support the Planning Commission's unanimous recommendation: Option
A‐2, C‐1, D‐3, and E‐2.
Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

I'd like to endorse the positions of the environmental work group: A‐1 (no
codes), C‐1, D‐1 modified and E‐1 modified. Additionally the 1,000 foot buffer
protection is the absolute minimum. I ask that new parks have the 1,000 foot
applied (current policy language in the draft does not apply to future parks). I
urge you to include additional language regarding mine expansion.
Comment recorded.

Mineral Lands

We support the following options: A‐1 (no codesignation), C‐1 (1,000 foot
resource use notice), modified D‐1 as indicated by environmental group,
modified E‐1 as indicated by environmental group.

Mineral Lands

We strongly recommend Option A‐1, do not co‐designate mineral lands and
agriculture. We also recommend the county adopt option C‐1 to maintain the
1,000 foot notification for permit application. We recommend a modified
option D‐1 that would only allow mines to expand into undesignated lands
when a park has been donated, or into the 1,000 foot from a UGA. We
recommend a modified Option E‐1 requiring at least 25% of a parcel to be
designated in order to apply for a permit.
Comment recorded.

BCC‐PH‐116

BCC‐PH‐117

BCC‐PH‐118

11/23/2020 Loretta Seppanen

11/23/2020 Lisa Ceazan
Ryan Ransavage
Miles Sand and
11/23/2020 Gravel

BCC‐PH‐119

11/23/2020 Sharron Coontz

BCC‐PH‐120

Phyllis Farrell
11/23/2020 Sierra Club

BCC‐PH‐121

Tim Trohimovich
11/23/2020 Futurewise

Comment recorded.
Comment recorded.

Comment recorded.

Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐122

BCC‐PH‐123

11/24/2020 Russ McMillan

11/24/2020 Esther Kronenberg

Mineral Lands

Please support options on mineral lands recommended by environmental
stakehodlers: A‐1 (no co‐des with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1
with minor modifications to place critical limits on mines and protect the 38
parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot separation distance criteria that exists in
Chapter 3 as it protects groundwater and sensitive habitat.

Mineral Lands

I support the position of the South Sound Farmland Trust: A‐1 (no co‐des
with agriculture), Option D‐1 and option E‐1 with minor modifications to
place critical limits on mines and protect the 38 parks. Please keep the 1,000‐
foot separation distance criteria that exists in Chapter 3 as it protects
groundwater and sensitive habitat.
Comment recorded.

Comment recorded.

We continue to express strong opposition to co‐designation of mineral lands
and agricultural lands. The County is facing a crisis of farmland loss. To allow
co‐designation would significantly impact farmland, but we will already have
140,000 acres of land in the County designated as mineral resources.

BCC‐PH‐124

Richard Mankamyer
TC Agriculture
11/24/2020 Advisory Committee Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐125

Mary Castle,
11/24/2020 Weyerhaeuser

Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐126

11/24/2020 Taylor Egardo

Health

We support options A‐2 (co‐designation with ag), C‐2 (reduce plat resource
use notice to 500 ft), D‐3 and E‐2.
We support the changes made to Chapter 11 and the inclusion of Thurston
Thrives in the health chapter.

Health

We believe some additional amendments to the Health Chapter based off of
the fall 2018 Health Equity Community Health Assessment are warranted:
‐ Update to include new critical issue
‐ Update to include an additional key fact
‐ Add text about racisim under access to health services
‐ reference Black, indigenous, people of color under health data section
‐ amendments to several policies to reference BIPOC
Comment recorded.

BCC‐PH‐127

BCC‐PH‐128

11/24/2020 Doug Mah

Mark Segale, Segale
11/24/2020 Properties
Mineral Lands

For these reasons we strongly support option A‐1, NO co‐designation of
mineral resource lands and agricultural lands.

Comment recorded.

Comment recorded.
Comment recorded.

We support the Planning Commission's recommendation of options C‐1, D‐3,
and E‐2. While we continue to disagree with the 1000' distance, we feel that
these options are reasonable compromises. (Enclosures: Aug 19 2020 letter
to PC, Oct 12 2020 letter to BoCC, and opinion letter from Cairncross and
Hemplemann on Aug 18, 2020)
Comment recorded.
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BCC‐PH‐129

11/24/2020 Greg Schoenbachler Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐130

11/24/2020 EJ Zita

Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐131

11/24/2020 Nancy Armstrong

Mineral Lands

BCC‐PH‐132

11/24/2020 Bill Zachman

Mineral Lands

I ask that you approve the Planning Commission's unanimous
recommendation of options A‐2, C‐1, D‐3, and E‐2.
Some parcels may have both agricultural lands and mineral lands worth
preserving. Expansion of existing mines is far less impactful than creating
new mines. Additionally, the recommended options help to address arbitrary
parcel lines.
We support option A1, no codesignation of mineral lands and agricultural
lands.
We support option A1, no codesignation of mineral lands and agricultural
lands.
I support option A‐1 ‐ do not co‐designate LTA and MRL. We cannot afford to
lose any more productive farmland. I disagree that land can be rehabilitated
to agriculture once mining is complete.

Comment recorded.
Comment recorded.
Comment recorded.

Comment recorded.

BCC-PH-00
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jennifer Davis
Friday, November 13, 2020 12:26 PM
Maya Teeple
FW: Please join me in speaking out to the Thurston Board of County Commissioners one last time on
mineral lands, ag and the environment - deadline Nov 24
Mineral Lands Designation Recommended Positions.pdf

For your awareness
From: Bramwell, Stephen George <bramwell@wsu.edu>
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 12:17 PM
Subject: FW: Please join me in speaking out to the Thurston Board of County Commissioners one last time on mineral
lands, ag and the environment ‐ deadline Nov 24
Farm Friends and Colleagues, please see this note regarding mineral lands and agricultural lands designation. Important
topic for agricultural viability in Thurston County.
From: Sandler & Seppanen <Laurel.Lodge@Comcast.Net>
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 11:46 AM
To: twontherail@gmail.com; vjkelly1@comcast.net; cgosslink@gmail.com; cpeople2u@gmail.com;
taylor.goforth1@gmail.com; bztelemark54@outlook.com; sammerrill3@comcast.net; lisa.lisaceazan@outlook.com;
cmknudsen@q.com; sksnole@icloud.com; Toodeep_one@yahoo.com; 'Pat McLachlan' <patkayaker@comcast.net>;
mfbishop.bishop@gmail.com; Tim@futurewise.org; Patrick Rofe <patrick@communityfarmlandtrust.org>; Bill Zachmann
<bztelemark54@outlook.com>; karenvalenzuela@hotmail.com; EJ Zita <ejzita@gmail.com>; Sandra Romero
<sromero360@comcast.net>; Marcie Cleaver <CJCGairhart@comcast.net>; Bramwell, Stephen George
<bramwell@wsu.edu>; 'Josh Stottlemyer' <josh@stottlewinery.com>; Rebeca Potasnik <rebeca.potasnik@gmail.com>;
Pat Labine <oysterbayfarm@comcast.net>; Betsie DeWreede <betsie@conservewa.net>; Marilyn Sitaker
<msitaker@gmail.com>; rpps4u@comcast.net; Nathaniel Jones <nkhl@comcast.net>
Cc: Shelley Kneip <shelleykneip@gmail.com>; Sue Danvers <Sdanver7@aol.com>; phyllisfarrell681@hotmail.com
Subject: Please join me in speaking out to the Thurston Board of County Commissioners one last time on mineral lands,
ag and the environment ‐ deadline Nov 24
Farmland preservation supporters,
We have one last opportunity to raise our voices in support of sensible policies in the Thurston County Comprehensive
Plan and the Thurston County Code as doors open for more sand and gravel mining in the county. Colleagues from the
environmental community who served on the county’s Mineral Lands Stakeholder group honed recommendations for
your consideration in preparing written comments and speaking at the November 24, 5:30 pm hearing on the topic of
mineral lands designation. You may have already addressed this issue when it was discussed at the Planning
Commission, now is the time to make the case for sensible restrictions on mineral lands designation with the Board of
County Commissioners. Details on how to comment are attached. The document also contains recommended positions
and rationale for each.
Here is the short version of the recommended positions:
Decision A – should designated ag lands where commercially significant mineral deposits exist be co‐designated, both
agricultural (ag) and mineral resource lands?
 Option A‐1: No co‐designation
Decision C (there is no B) – who should be notified when a mining permit is requested?
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 Option C‐1: Notify neighbors: Keep the current Thurston County Code requirement that parcel owners within 1,000
feet of a mining permit application must be notified.
Decision D – if minerals are evident in undesigned parcel next to a mined area can the mining permit be expanded into
the undesigned parcel?
 Modified Option D‐1: limit mine expansion with specific exceptions: Allow expansion of existing mines into
undesignated areas under only two conditions: 1) expanding into the separation distance surrounding a park
donated by a mining company or2) expanding into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area.
Decision E1 ‐ Does the permit office move ahead to consider a permit request if only a portion of a parcel is designated
as MRL?
 Modified Option E1 ‐ 25% of parcel must be designated MRL to be eligible to apply for a mining permit. Areas in
the 1,000‐foot separation distance from parks and other natural preserves are not eligible to apply for a permit.
Allow one exception related to the separation distance from parks: existing parkland donated by a mining company.
In addition to these decision options, consider supporting the language in the Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 3) that
maintains the long‐standing requirement that designated MRL be separated by a distance of at least 1,000 feet from
public preserves, which include parks, national wildlife refuges, state conservation areas, wild life areas, and other
government owned preserves, and from urban growth areas and rural residential.
Please share this. Thanks for speaking up for sensible decisions about mineral lands as the county implements Growth
Management Act requirements related to mineral lands designation.
Loretta Seppanen
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BCC-PH-00
Mineral Resource Lands Designation, Thurston County
November 9, 2020
Please make your voice heard one more time on Mineral Resource Lands (MRL) designation issues in the
Thurston County Comprehensive Plan. Options that impact agricultural lands directly and indirectly are up for
final decision making by the current Board of County Commissioners (BoCC) at the hearing on November 24,
2020 at 5:30 pm. This is the last hearing on the matter before a decision that is expected in mid-December 2020.
See below for the final recommended positions of the agricultural and environment members of the county’s
stakeholder committee. You can review the county staff’s full documentation of proposed changes and all
options online at: https://www.thurstoncountywa.gov/planning/Pages/comp-plan-update.aspx
To testify at the hearing, you may attend the session (room 280, Building 1 of the Thurston County Courthouse)
or participate virtually by Zoom. To testify by Zoom you must register in advance at:
https://www.thurstoncountywa.gov/tchome/Pages/publicmeetings.aspx. You can attend the hearing without
testifying by linking to the Thurston County YouTube. You can also submit written comments by not later than 4:00
pm November 24 by e-mail to maya.teeple@co.thurston.wa.us.
Background: A key objective in the Growth Management Act for making MRL designations is to allow access to
the minerals if at some future time a mining permit is authorized on the designated land. In the 2019 update to
the MRL designation, the designation criteria changed from a site by site method (the sites that had already
been mined) to designation based on geology. This change increased Mineral Resource Land of Long-Term
Commercial Significance (the Growth Management Act name for MRL) from 5,623 acres to more than 140,000
acres (28 percent of all acres in the county). Some 2,000 additional acres could also be designated depending on
the actions now under consideration.

Summary of issues and recommended positions
The agriculture/environment recommendations are indicated by a

.

Decision A – should designated ag lands where commercially significant mineral deposits exist be co-designated,
both agricultural (ag) and mineral resource lands?
✓ Option A-1: No co-designation
o Why: With just 15,878 acres of ag land protected by designation and more than 140,000 acres of
MRL there is no need to co-designate any designated ag as additional MRL.
Decision C (there is no B) – who should be notified when a mining permit is requested?
✓ Option C-1: Notify neighbors: Keep the current Thurston County Code requirement that parcel owners
within 1,000 feet of a mining permit application must be notified.
o Why: This is a standard notification distance.

BCC-PH-00
Decision D – if minerals are evident in undesigned parcel next to a mined area can the mining permit be
expanded into the undesigned parcel?
✓ Modified Option D-1: limit mine expansion with specific exceptions: Allow expansion of existing mines into
undesignated areas under only two conditions: 1) expanding into the separation distance surrounding a park
donated by a mining company or2) expanding into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area.
o Why: The two exceptions are reasonable requests made by mining companies and are a
modification of the original D-1. With 140,000 acres of existing MRL, there is no need for the County
Code to also allow any other mining expansion on undesignated land.
Decision E1 - Does the permit office move ahead to consider a permit request if only a portion of a parcel is
designated as MRL? The diagram below outlines the possible options for this complex question. It shows
how the options sit on a continuum based on the number of acres impacted.

✓ Modified Option E1 - 25% of parcel must be designated MRL to be eligible to apply for a mining permit.
Areas in the 1,000 foot separation distance from parks and other natural preserves are not eligible to apply
for a permit. Allow one exception related to the separation distance from parks: existing parkland donated
by a mining company.
o Why? The modification is halfway between options E-3 and E-2 in terms of acres impacted. The
original option E-1 when applied to sand and gravel (the key issue in Thurston County), impact
nearly as many acres as option E-3. The addition of a separation distance from parks protects the
fragile groundwater regime, and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat. The exception for parkland
donated by a mining company respects the request of the donor.
In addition to these decision options, consider supporting the language in the Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 3)
that maintains the long-standing requirement that designated MRL be separated by a distance of at least 1,000
feet from public preserves, which include parks, national wildlife refuges, state conservation areas, wild life
areas, and other government owned preserves, and from urban growth areas and rural residential.

BCC-PH-1

Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alex Foster <iamalexfoster@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:53 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Lands comments

November 15, 2020
Maya Teeple
Thurston County Planning
Olympia, WA
Re: Mineral Lands Designation
Dear Ms. Teeple:
Please see my following comments concerning the proposed Mineral Lands Designation. Firstly, a decision on this
important proposal that will have long‐term and potentially adverse effects on natural resources and the lives of County
residents should be delayed until the newly elected Carolina Mejia is seated on the Board of County Commissioners.
Secondly, light and noise of heavy equipment, rock crushing and drying activities are disruptive to both adjacent
neighbors and wildlife. I therefore strongly suggest the most conservative options, namely option A‐1 as is, or Options D‐
1 and E‐1 with modifications to put some critical limits on mining operations.
Thirdly, as a taxpayer in Thurston County, it is offensive to me, unfair and certainly not equitable that hard rock or sand
and gravel mining operations on Long Term Agriculture or Forestry lands (LTA and LTF) be assessed at the same tax rate
as the underlying land use designation. These operations should be assessed and taxed as if on industrial land.
Sincerely.
Alex Foster
16206 163rd Lane SE
Yelm, WA 98597
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BCC-PH-2
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eileen Perfrement <biddinger.gene2@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 11:09 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Eileen Perfrement
biddinger.gene2@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-3
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Bennett <bennettjon@comcast.net>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 11:31 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Jon Bennett
bennettjon@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-4
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandra Hammond <salmonhandy@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 11:41 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Sandra Hammond
salmonhandy@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-5
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

wendy tanowitz <green-girl@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 12:10 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
wendy tanowitz
green‐girl@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-6
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gary Bostwick <grybostwick@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 2:10 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Gary Bostwick
grybostwick@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-7
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pat Whitinger <rodpatw@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:12 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Pat Whitinger
rodpatw@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-8
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Loren Stern <lorenstern@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:30 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Loren Stern
lorenstern@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-9
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Nelson <ncnphotographer@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:40 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Nancy Nelson
ncnphotographer@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-10
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ellen Cholski <EMCholski@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:51 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Ellen Cholski
EMCholski@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-11
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

J Duncan <redtailfeather@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:56 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
J Duncan
redtailfeather@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-12
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amanda Sue Rudisill <stapleton23@q.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 7:49 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Amanda Sue Rudisill
stapleton23@q.com
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BCC-PH-13
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lee Ann Gekas <dragonflygardener59@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 7:22 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Lee Ann Gekas
dragonflygardener59@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-14
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Wehrle <marg.we52@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 7:40 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Margaret Wehrle
marg.we52@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-15
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Berry <annrberry@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 7:57 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Ann Berry
annrberry@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-16
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy Haviland <kmhaviland@fastmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 8:32 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kathy Haviland
kmhaviland@fastmail.com
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BCC-PH-17
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Suzanne Wilson <chs.ms.dub@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:06 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Suzanne Wilson
chs.ms.dub@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-18
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maitri Sojourner <maitrisojourner@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 8:51 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Maitri Sojourner
maitrisojourner@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-19
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Boatright <amybami@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:06 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Amy Boatright
amybami@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-20
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alan Hornstein <hornstein3@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:17 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Alan Hornstein
hornstein3@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-21
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Takekawa <jetakekawa@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:31 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Jean Takekawa
jetakekawa@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-22
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bruce Turcott <blturcott@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:43 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Bruce Turcott
blturcott@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-23
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy OHALLORAN <ocusack1@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:44 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kathy OHALLORAN
ocusack1@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-24
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sam Merrill <sammerrill3@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:57 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Sam Merrill
sammerrill3@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-25
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Debra Nickerson <debranick@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:02 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Debra Nickerson
debranick@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-26
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Markey <b55markey@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:04 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Robert Markey
b55markey@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-27
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elise Robinson <elisemrobinson@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:15 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Elise Robinson
elisemrobinson@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-28
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael McGee <twodogmike@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:15 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Michael McGee
twodogmike@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-29
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Dirks <jamesdjd@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:31 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
James Dirks
jamesdjd@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-30
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teresa McGee <pacer1.1@comcasr.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:34 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Teresa McGee
pacer1.1@comcasr.net

1

BCC-PH-31
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Jean Black <bjeanblack@hotmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:52 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Barbara Jean Black
bjeanblack@hotmail.com

1

BCC-PH-32
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wanda Hedrick <wandahedrick@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:07 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Wanda Hedrick
wandahedrick@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-33
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marilyn Miller <mm98512@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:43 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Marilyn Miller
mm98512@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-34
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elida Wilson <elidawilson@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:58 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Elida Wilson
elidawilson@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-35
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rebecca Russell <beckyjoblue@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 12:45 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Rebecca Russell
beckyjoblue@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-36
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phyllis Farrell <phyllisfarrell681@hotmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:57 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Phyllis Farrell
phyllisfarrell681@hotmail.com

1

BCC-PH-37
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laurie Dils <ldils@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 1:29 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Laurie Dils
ldils@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-38
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Carlson <fox7799@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 2:05 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Joel Carlson
fox7799@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-39
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom Lufkin <thomlufkin@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 3:23 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Thom Lufkin
thomlufkin@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-40
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edward Ford <edford908@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 3:28 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Edward Ford
edford908@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-41
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Poole <poolemaun@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 5:15 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Jane Poole
poolemaun@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-42
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy Prosser <atomikeets@msn.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:58 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kathy Prosser
atomikeets@msn.com

1

BCC-PH-43
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sally Payne <sgpayne55@comcast.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 5:37 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Sally Payne
sgpayne55@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-44
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim and Carolyn Harmon <jimcarolynh@earthlink.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:14 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Jim and Carolyn Harmon
jimcarolynh@earthlink.net

1

BCC-PH-45
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathleen Snyder <ksnyder75@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:30 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kathleen Snyder
ksnyder75@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-46
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bonnie Wood <bwood2800@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 6:34 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Bonnie Wood
bwood2800@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-47
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

marcia horner <marcyhorner@laughing2owls.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 6:58 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
marcia horner
marcyhorner@laughing2owls.com

1

BCC-PH-48
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Van Eenwyk <jveoly@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 8:13 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
John Van Eenwyk
jveoly@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-49
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lee Riner <NORTHBEACHCOMM@CS.COM>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 3:37 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
lee Riner
NORTHBEACHCOMM@CS.COM

1

BCC-PH-50
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kyle Leader <kchuckles11@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 2:25 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kyle Leader
kchuckles11@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-51
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Witt <ljwitt312@aol.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 1:46 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Janet Witt
ljwitt312@aol.com

1

BCC-PH-52
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Nielsen <lindaan48@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:28 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Linda Nielsen
lindaan48@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-53
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peggy Butler <butlerpwp@aol.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 10:06 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Peggy Butler
butlerpwp@aol.com

1

BCC-PH-54
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cathy Strum <strumcat@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 8:10 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Cathy Strum
strumcat@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-55
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marcy Anholt <mmanholt@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 8:20 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Marcy Anholt
mmanholt@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-56
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Patten <nopretentionexcept@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 6:57 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Justin Patten
nopretentionexcept@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-57
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bev Black <olymtn@hctc.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 10:55 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Bev Black
olymtn@hctc.com

1

BCC-PH-58
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Esther Kronenberg <wekrone@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 11:37 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Esther Kronenberg
wekrone@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-59
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Suzanne Simons <paradise.com@comcast.net>
Monday, November 16, 2020 11:41 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Suzanne Simons
paradise.com@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-60
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lillian Ryan <dfrlmr@earthlink.net>
Monday, November 16, 2020 11:54 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Lillian Ryan
dfrlmr@earthlink.net

1

BCC-PH-61
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marian Mehegan <pogofox372@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 1:20 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Marian Mehegan
pogofox372@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-62
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lori Doron <doron@swcp.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 1:44 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Lori Doron
doron@swcp.com

1

BCC-PH-63
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Juliet Van Eenwyk <julietv100@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 1:56 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Juliet Van Eenwyk
julietv100@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-64
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sally Nole <sksnole@icloud.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 7:44 AM
Maya Teeple
Rural development impact

To BoCC
I’m 74 and have loved birding since I was a child.
I am saddened every year when fewer and fewer return to my home each season. We have lost 50% of our bird
population in the past 50 years. A large part of this decline in due to loss of habitat..... rural habitat.
I urge you to think of the impact of this MRL designation issue will have on all creatures great and small. Please think
responsibly and help improve our lands not further destroy them.
Thank you for your time.
Sally Nole

Sent from my iPhone

1

BCC-PH-65
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Peterson <nancydave@icloud.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 9:13 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Nancy Peterson
nancydave@icloud.com

1

BCC-PH-66
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Zabransky <JOSEPH.ZABRANSKY@YAHOO.COM>
Monday, November 16, 2020 9:42 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Joseph Zabransky
JOSEPH.ZABRANSKY@YAHOO.COM

1

BCC-PH-67

November 17, 2020
Board of County Commissioners
c/o Maya Teeple
Thurston County Courthouse
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Via Email to: maya.teeple@co.thurston.wa.us
Re:

Comments on Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Update: Mineral Resource Lands

Dear Commissioners:
We ask that you approve the Planning Commission’s unanimous recommendation on mineral
resource lands.
This has been a long process. A Mineral Lands Stakeholder Group met nine times between
April 19, 2017 and October 24, 2018. The group worked together and reached consensus on
most of the proposed amendments. Representatives from Lakeside Industries were involved in
those discussions.
Since that time, the Planning Commission convened a smaller stakeholder group and held work
sessions, meetings, and a public hearing on mineral resource lands. Numerous Planning
Commission meetings were held throughout the year, with extensive public comment and
discussion on the issues. Ultimately, the Planning Commission voted unanimously to approve
certain options for mineral lands.
We ask that you approve the Planning Commission’s recommendations on mineral resource
lands in full. Those recommendations include the following: Option A-2, Option C-1, Option D-3,
and Option E-2.
Sincerely,
y,

Kyler
Kyyle
K
yl r Danielson
Land Use Project Manager
Lakeside Industries, Inc.

BCC-PH-68
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Butler <ann.t.butler@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 1:26 PM
Maya Teeple
Comp plan comments - November 2020

Dear Thurston County Commissioners,
Please accept the following comments regarding the Thurston County Comprehensive Plan and the Thurston County
Code.
Decision A – should designated ag lands where commercially significant mineral deposits exist be co‐designated,
both agricultural (ag) and mineral resource lands?


Option A‐1: No co‐designation

Decision C – who should be notified when a mining permit is requested?


Option C‐1: Notify neighbors: Keep the current Thurston County Code requirement that parcel owners within
1,000 feet of a mining permit application must be notified.
Decision D – if minerals are evident in undesignated parcel next to a mined area can the mining permit be
expanded into the undesignated parcel?



Modified Option D‐1: limit mine expansion with specific exceptions: Allow expansion of existing mines into
undesignated areas under only two conditions: 1) expanding into the separation distance surrounding a park
donated by a mining company or2) expanding into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area.

Decision E1 ‐ Does the permit office move ahead to consider a permit request if only a portion of a parcel is designated
as MRL?


Modified Option E1 ‐ 25% of parcel must be designated MRL to be eligible to apply for a mining permit. Areas
in the 1,000‐foot separation distance from parks and other natural preserves are not eligible to apply for a
permit. Allow one exception related to the separation distance from parks: existing parkland donated by a
mining company.

Thanks you for considering,
Ann Butler
Olympia
Sent from my iPad

1

BCC-PH-69
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Bardin <judybardin@comcast.net>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 1:26 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Judith Bardin
judybardin@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-70

November 17, 2020
TO:

Thurston County Board of County Commissioners
Thurston County Courthouse
Building One, Room 269
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98502-1045

FROM: Steve Hitzel, Environmental Engineer, Granite Construction Company
RE:

2020 Comprehensive Plan Update - Mineral Lands

Commissioners:
On behalf of Granite Construction Company (Granite), I would like to support the options unanimously
recommended by the Planning Commission to the proposed updates to the Mineral Resource Lands
(MRL) section of Thurston County’s Comprehensive Plan. These recommended options were Option A2, Option C-1, Option D-3, and Option E-2.
This process has been long and Granite is supportive of the County’s efforts to update these important
policies and encourage the sustainable growth of communities within Thurston County. Because Mineral
Lands are a non-renewable resource, they must be sufficiently protected from competing uses that could
preclude or impair the long-term viability of the construction materials industry. Without long-term
Mineral Resource Lands protection, Thurston County would be forced to import these finite resources
from other counties and potentially other states or countries. The lack of locally sourced construction
materials results in lower tax revenue, loss of jobs, increased construction costs, and increased greenhouse
gas emissions from transporting materials longer distances. Utilizing a wholesale approach when
designating land that is economically viable and consistent with surrounding uses will help Thurston
County avoid these issues that have impacted other counties throughout the state. Thus far, Thurston
County has done well by shifting focus to the details of permitting phases required in aggregate resource
development rather than blanketing large swaths of area with overbearing restrictions. Designating
Mineral Resource Lands of Long-Term Commercial Significance is thoughtful advanced planning and
paramount to maintaining and constructing transportation infrastructure in Thurston County.
Granite supports the options recommended by the Planning Commission on September 2, 2020:
• Option A-2
o Co-designation of Mineral Lands with Long Term Agricultural Lands
• Option C-1
o Maintaining the 1000’ notification criteria currently in the Thurston County Code
• Option D-3
o Allow expansion of existing mines onto neighboring parcels within 1,000’ buffer in
specific scenarios
• Option E-2
o If any portion is designated, the whole parcel is considered “designated” for permitting
processes
Pacific Northwest Region
3200 113th Ave SW
Olympia, WA 98512
Phone 509/454-8513
Cell 509/930-4863
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BCC-PH-70

Option D-3 offers a fair and balanced approach in allowing existing mines to expand to neighboring
parcels that may not have been part of the original mine plan. These expansions often take place after
adjacent land acquisitions, which then become incorporated into the existing operation. Although the
existing operations already have mining infrastructure, as well as site-specific mitigation measures in
place, the community still has the opportunity to comment on permit expansions and address/mitigate any
concerns that may have been raised through the permitting process.
Finally, Option E-2 is the most common-sense approach to the designation of parcels. While Thurston
County has one of the better public GIS databases in the state, the mapping of Mineral Lands was taken
on a “30,000 ft view” based on data provided by consultants, the Department of Natural Resources, and
other existing United States Geological Survey information. Sub-surface exploration of the whole county
was not conducted to determine the exact locations and extent of mineral deposits. As a result, the draft
MRL Map (N-2) overlay of extractable minerals may not be completely accurate. Further site-specific
investigations on a parcel could find high quality mineral resources that can be used in construction
materials. If this were to be the case, and that portion of the parcel was not a designated MRL due to
mapping errors/inconsistencies, the owner of that property would have the added step of pursuing a
Comprehensive Plan amendment in order to get the proper land-use designation. Once again, before any
mining could occur, the landowner would still have to go through the Special Use Permit process with the
County, resulting in public input on the project.
Granite appreciates the opportunity to provide our opinion and experience on developing a sustainable
approach to planning for future growth in Thurston County.
Sincerely,

Steve Hitzel
Granite Construction Company
Environmental Engineer
Pacific Northwest Region

Pacific Northwest Region
3200 113th Ave SW
Olympia, WA 98512
Phone 509/454-8513
Cell 509/930-4863

BCC-PH-71
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gwen Atkinson <kaleid@ix.netcom.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 2:01 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Gwen Atkinson
kaleid@ix.netcom.com

1

BCC-PH-72
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ed Kenney <baldhillssolar@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 2:56 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Ed Kenney
baldhillssolar@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-73
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Head <kheadjd@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 3:14 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kevin Head
kheadjd@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-74
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh <toodeep_one@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 3:51 PM
Maya Teeple
Comp Plan - Mineral Lands

Commissioners,
Please preserve the rural character of Thurston County. Farmlands are shrinking at a disconcerting rate in our
county. Recent supply chain issues have emphasized the need to preserve local agriculture.
Gravel mines on the other hand are not needed in this county; we already have several, and several more in surrounding
counties. Additional gravel mines only serve the needs of those not in this area and offer little benefit to the community
especially in comparison to the environmental destruction and damage to top soils and habitat.
Some farmers may argue that they would be using their unproductive border lands. Frankly that’s even worse; the border
lands are the last refuge for many plants and animals and support much of the biodiversity in this county. I understand
farmers are looking for a way to make more revenue or an alternative for when they stop farming. A much better way to
support farmers would be by passing rules allowing for ag designation of smaller plots. This will support the rapidly
growing trend of small family farms and would give farmers an option to sell their ag land in smaller pieces to those who
want to continue the tradition but simply cannot afford to purchase or run a large farm. These small ag plots are in high
demand in areas that allow them.
Once an area has been mined, even after mitigation and so called restoration, the soils are low quality at best and would
support little more than poor quality pasture. It would take 50+ years after “restoration” to return the bio-diversity and soil
quality before mining.
I strongly support Option A-1 – No Co-designation. Co-designation is wrong for our county.
Regarding Decision C, C-1 is the best of the options, however 1000 ft is not nearly large enough given the effect on
property values and ground water. I support a notification area of at least 2500 feet.
Regarding Decision D, D-1 is the best of the options, however mining should be limited and expansion should be
difficult and discouraged.
Regarding Decision E, only areas designated MRL should be minable and mining activities should be limited to that
area. Under no circumstances should they be able to mine the whole parcel just because part of it is designated MRL.
Further, the language in the Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 3) that maintains the long-standing requirement that
designated MRL be separated by a distance of at least 1,000 feet from public preserves, which include parks, national
wildlife refuges, state conservation areas, wild life areas, and other government owned preserves, and from urban growth
areas and rural residential should be maintained or preferably expanded to 2500 ft.
Thank you for your consideration and your work for the county.
Sincerely,
Josh Stottlemyer
11204 Chaucer Lane
Olympia, WA 98501

1

BCC-PH-75
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Sandwell <blinkyr@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 5:05 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Susan Sandwell
blinkyr@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-76
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dennis Plank <dennis.r.plank@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 5:11 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Dennis Plank
dennis.r.plank@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-77
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Doug & Lillian Ryan <dfrlmr@earthlink.net>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 5:57 PM
Maya Teeple
Designation of Mineral Resources Lands in Thurston Co.

To Members of BoCC:
Regarding the designation of Mineral Resource Lands (MRL) in Thurston Co.:
1. Please retain the 1000 ft separation between mines and natural area parks. Disturbance by mines can threaten the
integrity of vital natural areas, especially through negative effects on surface and groundwater.
2. Please support Option 1: Do not co‐designate Mineral lands and Long‐term Agricultural Lands. Mining on Ag Lands
could threaten the long‐term viability of agriculture, which is so important for the rural character of our County.
3. Please support Option E‐1 but with the following modifications: require that at least 25% of a parcel be MRL before
the entire parcel can be designated for mining and supporting activities, and this should apply as well for collections of
parcels, i.e. at least 25% of the area of the collection of parcels must be MRL before the collection can be used for
mining and supporting activities.
These options for MRL designation will significantly protect parks, natural areas, agriculture and the rural character that
are so important for maintaining the quality of life in Thurston County over the long‐term. Most importantly they will
help to assure that we will have reliable and clean surface and groundwater for our water supply in the future.
Thank you for your attention to this matter,
Douglas F. Ryan
Olympia, WA

1

BCC-PH-78
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:

Amy Stottlemyer <amystottle@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 6:04 PM
Maya Teeple

Commissioners,
Please help keep the rural character of Thurston County. Our area farmlands are shrinking (look at Puyallup's loss!) at a
huge rate in our county and neighboring counties. Current supply chain issues have shown us the importance to preserve
local agriculture.
Gravel mines on the other hand are not endangered; we already have several, and several more in surrounding
counties. Additional gravel mines offer little benefit to the community. Especially in comparison to the environmental
destruction and damage to top soils and habitat.
Some farmers may argue that they would be using their unproductive borderlands. Frankly that’s even worse;
the borderlands are the last refuge for many plants and animals and support much of the biodiversity in this county. I
understand farmers are looking for a way to make more revenue or an alternative for when they stop farming. However,
a much better way to support farmers would be by passing rules allowing for ag designation of smaller plots. This will
support the rapidly growing trend of small family farms and would give farmers an option to sell their ag land in smaller
pieces to those who want to continue the tradition but simply cannot afford to purchase or run a large farm. These small
ag plots are in high demand in areas that allow them.
Once an area has been mined, even after mitigation and so called "restoration", the soils are low quality at best and would
support little more than poor quality pasture. It would take 50+ years after “restoration” to return the bio-diversity and soil
quality before mining.
I strongly support Option A-1 – No Co-designation. Co-designation is wrong for our county.
Regarding Decision C, C-1 is the best of the options, however 1000 ft is not nearly large enough given the effect on
property values and ground water. I support a notification area of at least 2500 feet.
Regarding Decision D, D-1 is the best of the options, however mining should be limited and expansion should be
difficult and discouraged.
Regarding Decision E, only areas designated MRL should be minable and mining activities should be limited to that
area. Under no circumstances should they be able to mine the whole parcel just because part of it is designated MRL.
Further, the language in the Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 3) that maintains the long-standing requirement that
designated MRL be separated by a distance of at least 1,000 feet from public preserves, which include parks, national
wildlife refuges, state conservation areas, wild life areas, and other government owned preserves, and from urban growth
areas and rural residential should be maintained or preferably expanded to 2500 ft.
Thank you for your work for the county.
Sincerely,
Amy Stottlemyer
11204 Chaucer Lane
Olympia, WA 98501

1

BCC-PH-79
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Stottlemyer <amystottle@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 5:58 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Amy Stottlemyer
amystottle@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-80
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Donna Snow <dsnow3@comcast.net>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 6:33 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Donna Snow
dsnow3@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-81
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Brayshaw <alchemia33@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 7:19 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Julia Brayshaw
alchemia33@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-82
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Feeley <kfeeleydc@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 8:42 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Karen Feeley
kfeeleydc@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-83
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hans J.A. Littooy <ja@littooij.net>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 9:02 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Hans J.A. Littooy
ja@littooij.net

1

BCC-PH-84
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike McCormick <mike.mccormick@comcast.net>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 10:47 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Mike McCormick
mike.mccormick@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-85
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Lincoln <songstome@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 9:44 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Kim Lincoln
songstome@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-86
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lyle Westhoff <lmwesthoff@aol.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 5:17 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Lyle Westhoff
lmwesthoff@aol.com

1

BCC-PH-87
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Stottlemyer <toodeep_one@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 4:14 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Josh Stottlemyer
toodeep_one@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-88
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CHRISTINE GARST <CBGARST@AOL.COM>
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 3:39 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
CHRISTINE GARST
CBGARST@AOL.COM

1

BCC-PH-89
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Partlow <nanpartlow@comcast.net>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 10:11 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Nancy Partlow
nanpartlow@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-90
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Gross <bgrossintheworld@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 2:57 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Barbara Gross
bgrossintheworld@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-91
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Seel <salariver@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 3:09 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Jennifer Seel
salariver@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-92
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Blaine Snow <snowinolympia@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 3:39 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Blaine Snow
snowinolympia@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-93
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Quentin Phillips <qmp932@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 4:56 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Quentin Phillips
qmp932@hotmail.com

1

BCC-PH-94
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Vadas Jr <bobesan@comcast.net>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 7:57 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Robert Vadas Jr
bobesan@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-95
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Muriel Davis <muriel.adele@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 9:14 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Muriel Davis
muriel.adele@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-96
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meryl Bernstein <skipka@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 10:19 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Meryl Bernstein
skipka@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-97
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shannon Young <shannonyoung@comcast.net>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 6:38 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Shannon Young
shannonyoung@comcast.net
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BCC-PH-98
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Kleinpell <t90man@scattercreek.com>
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 6:08 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
John Kleinpell
t90man@scattercreek.com
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BCC-PH-99
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Markey <slmarkey@comcast.net>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 9:51 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Susan Markey
slmarkey@comcast.net

1

BCC-PH-100
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Rutherford <treeheart6@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 11:22 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Patricia Rutherford
treeheart6@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-101
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winona Fetherolf <winonaf@hotmail.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 2:36 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Winona Fetherolf
winonaf@hotmail.com

1

BCC-PH-102
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Dlugo <joe.dlugo@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 4:08 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Joseph Dlugo
joe.dlugo@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-103
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Charles & Beverly HEEBNER <bevandcharlie@hotmail.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 5:58 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Charles & Beverly HEEBNER
bevandcharlie@hotmail.com
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BCC-PH-104
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heather Taylor-Zimmerman <heather.nparadigm@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 8:27 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Heather Taylor‐Zimmerman
heather.nparadigm@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-105
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Rose <drjessicarose@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 3:35 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Jessica Rose
drjessicarose@yahoo.com

1

BCC-PH-106
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mary fay wright-bjorgen <fay.wright@gmail.com>
Friday, November 20, 2020 10:28 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
mary fay wright‐bjorgen
fay.wright@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-107
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

willbeatt@gmail.com <donotreply@wordpress.com>
Thursday, November 19, 2020 5:08 PM
comp-plan
Incoming Comp Plan Comment

Your Name (Optional): William Beattie
Your email address: willbeatt@gmail.com
Comment: We would like to offer comments regarding changes in the Mineral Lands Policy, currently under
consideration by the Thurston County Commissioners.
1) The 1000 foot separation zone between mines and selected parks should be retained, to maximize protection of
groundwater quality and hydrology that affects these natural areas, and wetland plants and animals in particular. We
assert that no areas within this parkland separation zone should be eligible for a mining permit.
2)We support option A‐1. No agricultural lands should be co‐designated as mineral lands.
3) We support option E‐1. At least 25% of the area of a given parcel should comprise mineral lands, for inclusion of that
parcel in the designation.
In the larger context, we do not believe that a very large increase in designated mineral lands is warranted. Existing
quarries are obviously finite, but at present the demand for gravel by industrial and domestic development is apparently
being met by those quarries. Within the scope of the of the Comprehensive Plan revision, we think it unlikely that gravel
demand will rise sufficiently to support a significant increase in the area of mineral lands opened to extractive use.
We also suggest that all lands protected by the County's critical areas ordinance should be excluded from designation as
mineral lands, as gravel and hard rock mining is clearly incompatible with protection of these areas. Though the County
may not have a complete inventory of all such areas, known wetlands and riparian areas should be excluded now and as
they are designated in future.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Time: November 20, 2020 at 1:07 am
IP Address: 71.212.195.142
Contact Form URL: https://thurstoncomments.org/comment‐on‐the‐comprehensive‐plan‐update/
Sent by an unverified visitor to your site.
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BCC-PH-108
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shelley Kirk-Rudeen <s.kirk.rudeen@gmail.com>
Friday, November 20, 2020 1:49 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Shelley Kirk‐Rudeen
s.kirk.rudeen@gmail.com
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BCC-PH-108
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thurston County | Send Email <spout@co.thurston.wa.us>
Friday, November 20, 2020 2:12 PM
Maya Teeple
Comprehensive Plan update: Mineral lands resource designation

This email was created by the County Internet web server from the email masking system. Someone from the
Public has requested to contact you with the following information:
To: Maya Teeple
Subject:
From: Shelley Kirk-Rudeen
Email (if provided): s.kirk.rudeen@gmail.com
Phone: (if provided): (360) 561-7646
Message:
Dear Board of County Commissioners: the challenges of 2020 have highlighted the need for enhancing
local food security by protecting farmland and hard-working farmers, and assuring that people have
LOCAL access to parks, natural areas and open spaces. As you weigh proposed changes to the mineral
lands resource designation in the 2020 Comprehensive Plan I urge you to keep those ideals first and
foremost. Please protect our parks and agricultural lands by: 1.) retaining the 1,000-foot separation
distance between mines and selected parks, 2.) supporting Option A-1 in order to NOT co-designate
mineral lands and long-term ag lands, and 3.) supporting Option E-1 with the following modifications-In the case of a single parcel, 25% of the acreage must be MRL-designated; in the case of multiple
contiguous parcels, 25% of the combined property must be MRL-designated. Areas in the 1,000-foot
separation distance from a park should not be eligible to apply for a permit unless the parkland is
donated by a mining company. Thank you. Shelley Kirk-Rudeen

1

BCC-PH-109
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michelle Blanchard <Qorx759@gmail.com>
Friday, November 20, 2020 6:17 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Michelle Blanchard
Qorx759@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-110
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cynthia Stonick <ckelpforest@gmail.com>
Friday, November 20, 2020 8:51 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Cynthia Stonick
ckelpforest@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-111
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Earle <earlecj@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 21, 2020 7:35 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Chris Earle
earlecj@gmail.com

1

BCC-PH-112
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Maust <demico@scattercreek.com>
Sunday, November 22, 2020 3:00 PM
Maya Teeple
public comment on Mineral Lands Policy of the County's Comprehensive Plan

As a rural resident of Thurston County I offer my comments and wish to encourage the Commissioners to
protect precious natural habitat and valuable agricultural land in our county.
Specifically, I support:
 Option A1 – no codesignation of mineral lands and long term agricultural lands. Where mining takes
place, land is altered and generally compromised or unfit for wildlife, vegetation, or agricultural crops.
It has become more clear in this year that food chains can be disrupted and we can and will be more
reliant on and more grateful for locally grown food. Food trumps gravel, in my assessments.
 Option E1 – keep ineligible for mining those areas that are not separated (1,000 foot minimum) from
established parks. Do not allow increases in Mineral Resource Lands to 210,000 acres from the mapped
140,000 acres.
Thank you.

Jean Maust
4840 Churchill Rd SE
Tenino WA 98589
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BCC-PH-113
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

sdanver7@aol.com
Sunday, November 22, 2020 3:35 PM
John Hutchings; Gary Edwards; Tye Menser
Maya Teeple
Fwd: BHAS comment for MRL BoCC Public Hearing
Mineral Lands Recommendations ag and environment stakeholders .pdf; 11.24.20 BHAS MRL
BoCC comment-1
(3).pdf

Hi Commissioner Hutchings, Edwards, and Hutchings,
I send you the BHAS MRL comment for the public hearing on Tuesday, November 24. After three
year of participation in the stakeholder meetings, It summarizes BHAS's thoughts on the issue. I
send our comment to you early so you might read them in advance of the hearing. It is a good
foundation for understanding the BHAS position and for then listening to others' points of view.
One attachment is BHAS's official comment. for the hearing The second attachment is the the
environmental stakeholders option choices from the 'matrix' of options provided by staff. I am
deciding whether to testify on Tuesday as well.
I admit this matter is complicated, at least I have found it so, and BHAS appreciates the attention you
have and will give to it. Maya Teeple has been incredibly patient and competent in helping the public
and me specifically.
Thank you. May you all have a warm Thanksgiving with your family and loved ones.
Sincerely,
Sue Danver
P.S. Would you please confirm receipt of this email? Thank you.
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A Washington State Chapter of the National Audubon Society
P.O. Box 2524, Olympia, WA 98507
(360) 352-7299
www.blackhills-audubon.org
Black Hills Audubon Society is a volunteer, non-profit organization of more than 1,300 members in Thurston, Mason, and Lewis
Counties whose goals are to promote environmental education and protect our ecosystems for future generations.

November 21, 2020

Thurston County Commissioners Hutchings, Menser, and Edwards
Via email
RE: Comment for Mineral Resource Lands (MRL) Public Hearing
Dear Commissioners:
Black Hills Audubon (BHAS) urges you to adopt those MRL options that provide
the most protections for parks and the county’s rural character.
As one of three official environmental stakeholders in the MRL planning process, BHAS
has dedicated much effort to understanding the conflicts and various viewpoints
surrounding the effects of mining. The environmental stakeholders have already
provided a comment to you for this MRL Public Hearing with the ‘matrix’ options we
favor. Those options are A-1, C-1, D-1 (with two small additions to staff options), and E1 (with a modification to the staff option). Protection of parks is barely adequate and
should be increased.
It is important to recognize that the State and the Growth Management Board required the
making of the map (Mineral Comprehensive Plant Map N-2) and defined some
sideboards on its production. BHAS objects to some of the constraints of the mapping
exercise. This comment identifies our concerns and some extensions of these concerns.
Washington must prepare for future gravel and quarry rock needs, and it is important to
designate mineral lands to guide the county and its citizens in proper planning. However,
the county’s residents need a balance of mineral resource lands and other important rural
features. That balance will come from strong protections for sensitive and valued
conservation lands and wildlife, as well as maintaining the rural character and long-term
agricultural lands.

Black Hills Audubon Society is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Contributions are deductible to the extent allowed by law.

BCC-PH-113

Consider the growth of mines and its effect on the county.
• The demand for Thurston County gravels is unknown. How much gravel will be
exported to Pierce and King Counties or even beyond? Essentially, there is no
way to estimate what percentage of Thurston County, outside of Capitol Forest
and the southern forest lands/quarry rock, could become gravel mines.
•

Of the 140,000+ acres designated mineral lands on Map N-2, what percentage of
those lands are gravel and what percentage are bedrock? If Option E-1 is adopted,
without our recommended modification, and/or Option E-2, the result could be
much more designated gravel lands than the 140,000 acres.

• Administratively, it is difficult to restrict the growth in the number of new gravel
mines. Water ordinances and critical areas are the key in protecting the health of
Thurston County and its parks.

Mines and mining activities conflict with parks set aside for conservation.
• The best gravel beds for mining are also the best soils for prime prairie habitats.
Will this overlap put the establishment of future natural area parks in jeopardy due
to cost and/or competition?
• Existing zoning allows mining-related activities (RAP, concrete plants, parking,
lights, noisy operations, etc.) and other land-disturbing uses adjacent to parks.
Thirty-eight rural parks were granted a 1,000-foot separation distance. Separation
distance only prevents excavation in the 1,000 foot area. Excavation can alter
surface and groundwater pathways and endanger the park’s sensitive habit. Water
impacts generally can occur from 600 feet to 2,000 feet. The 1,000-foot distance is
a compromise of these distances. Fundamentally, the separation distance is an
important policy to protect the water regime for our conservation lands.
• Mine operators suggest that water matters can best be resolved in the permit hearing.
However, the Hearing Examiner is not a judge. She primarily decides if a mine’s
proposed operations meet the County Ordinance code. She is not trained to
determine the appropriate distance for groundwater protection for any of the
selected parks.
• We strongly support Option D-1 along with the two exceptions the environmental
stakeholders have recommended (Environmental Recommendations 11/9/20
attached). Options D-2 and D-3 would inappropriately allow existing mines to
expand onto non-designated lands (parcels) up to the boundary of any existing park
with a separation distance. From a Comprehensive Plan policy established in 1994
and recognized on the Mineral Lands Map N-2, the County has provided around 38
Black Hills Audubon Society2

BCC-PH-113

conservation-oriented lands with a 1,000-foot separation distance. Since any new
mine permit must observe this separation distance, it is illogical that option D-2 or
D-3 would allow an existing mine to expand up to a park boundary onto nondesignated lands and ignore the long established policy to protect our conservation
parks. Many of the oldest parks are of exceptional quality and should remain
protected. And, for the record, any new park established after this MRL update will
not be afforded a separation distance.
• Mine pits can be very deep, some up to 90 feet. WA Dept. of Natural Resources
advocates a few deep mines over a “swiss cheese effect” of many shallow mines.
Deep mines usually penetrate the County’s aquifer. Spills or toxic materials at a
mine site, especially in storm events, are a potential threat to our clean drinking
water. How many deep mines do we want in our county with this threat to ground
water?
• Some key large land trust areas, established for conservation reasons, were not given
the same separation distance protections as were parks. Land trust acreage in
Thurston County is a significant part of maintaining native habitats and wildlife
species. Some land trust areas should also be granted separation distance
protections.
In Conclusion
With the growing demand for gravel in King, Pierce and Thurston Counties and the
presence of much high-quality gravel in this county, gravel mines could increase greatly.
Staff and mine operators cannot estimate how many future gravel mines could result.
Thurston County citizens recognize the need to have some mines but not at the risk of
compromising the quality of their conservation parks and lands, the County aquifer and
source of clean drinking water, rural character of south County, and valuable farmland of
long term significance.
The balance between multiple mines and competing resource uses rests on policy and
ordinances that protect Thurston County’s aquifer, wetlands, lakes, and streams.
Therefore, we strongly support the water report and analysis developed by Thurston
County as part of the application for a mine permit. We also strongly support the 1,000foot separation distance for the specified parks. With the future number of mines
unknown, it is one way to balance the use of natural resources in Thurston County and
protect the beauty of Thurston County that its citizens and its visitors cherish.
Sincerely,
Sue Danver, BHAS Conservation Committee Member
Sam Merrill, BHAS Conservation Committee Chair
Black Hills Audubon Society3
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Mineral Resource Lands Designation, Thurston County
November 9, 2020
Background: A key objective in the Growth Management Act for making MRL designations is to allow access to
the minerals if at some future time a mining permit is authorized on the designated land. In the 2019 update to
the MRL designation, the designation criteria changed from a site by site method (the sites that had already
been mined) to designation based on geology. This change increased Mineral Resource Land of Long-Term
Commercial Significance (the Growth Management Act name for MRL) from 5,623 acres to more than 140,000
acres (28 percent of all acres in the county). Some 2,000 additional acres could also be designated depending on
the actions now under consideration.

Summary of issues and recommended positions
The agriculture/environment recommendations are indicated by a

.

Decision A – should designated ag lands where commercially significant mineral deposits exist be co-designated,
both agricultural (ag) and mineral resource lands?
✓ Option A-1: No co-designation
o Why: With just 15,878 acres of ag land protected by designation and more than 140,000 acres of
MRL there is no need to co-designate any designated ag as additional MRL.
Decision C (there is no B) – who should be notified when a mining permit is requested?
✓ Option C-1: Notify neighbors: Keep the current Thurston County Code requirement that parcel owners
within 1,000 feet of a mining permit application must be notified.
o Why: This is a standard notification distance.
Decision D – if minerals are evident in undesigned parcel next to a mined area can the mining permit be
expanded into the undesigned parcel?
✓ Modified Option D-1: limit mine expansion with specific exceptions: Allow expansion of existing mines into
undesignated areas under only two conditions: 1) expanding into the separation distance surrounding a park
donated by a mining company or2) expanding into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area.
o Why: The two exceptions are reasonable requests made by mining companies and are a
modification of the original D-1. With 140,000 acres of existing MRL, there is no need for the County
Code to also allow any other mining expansion on undesignated land.
Decision E1 - Does the permit office move ahead to consider a permit request if only a portion of a parcel is
designated as MRL? The diagram below outlines the possible options for this complex question. It shows
how the options sit on a continuum based on the number of acres impacted.
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✓ Modified Option E1 - 25% of parcel must be designated MRL to be eligible to apply for a mining permit.
Areas in the 1,000 foot separation distance from parks and other natural preserves are not eligible to apply
for a permit. Allow one exception related to the separation distance from parks: existing parkland donated
by a mining company.
o Why? The modification is halfway between options E-3 and E-2 in terms of acres impacted. The
original option E-1 when applied to sand and gravel (the key issue in Thurston County), impact
nearly as many acres as option E-3. The addition of a separation distance from parks protects the
fragile groundwater regime, and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat. The exception for parkland
donated by a mining company respects the request of the donor.
In addition to these decision options, consider supporting the language in the Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 3)
that maintains the long-standing requirement that designated MRL be separated by a distance of at least 1,000
feet from public preserves, which include parks, national wildlife refuges, state conservation areas, wild life
areas, and other government owned preserves, and from urban growth areas and rural residential.
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BCC-PH-114
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katherine Morris <kmorris2@antioch.edu>
Monday, November 23, 2020 2:06 AM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Katherine Morris
kmorris2@antioch.edu
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Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Goss <cgosslwv.tc@gmail.com>
Monday, November 23, 2020 11:50 AM
Maya Teeple
Thurston County Comprehensive Plan

Hello Maya ‐ Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Thurston County Comprehensive Plan.
As a rural resident of unincorporated Thurston County, I offer my comments and wish to encourage the
Commissioners to support Option A1 – no co‐designation of mineral lands and long‐term agricultural
lands. Precious natural habitat and valuable agricultural land in our county is at stake.
Where mining takes place, land is altered and unfit for wildlife, vegetation, or agricultural crops. The Buckhorn
Mine in Central Washington would have been abandoned as an open‐pit mine without a significant, prolonged
and expensive legal battle waged by residents ‐ and the struggle continues.
Minerals and rocks can last forever, not our farms ‐ especially when co‐located with mining operations ‐ please
protect our ever‐shrinking farmlands!!
Carol Goss
Nisqually Highlands
206 251-6316
Call or text

1
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Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandler & Seppanen <Laurel.Lodge@Comcast.Net>
Monday, November 23, 2020 12:01 PM
Maya Teeple
Comments for Comprehensive Plan Update for November 24

Maya Teeple,
I am writing because the work the county is now undertaking to meet GMA requirements to designate 140,000 acres of
Mineral Resource Lands (MRL) could put in jeopardy agriculture and the environment. Sensible restrictions on MRL can
balance the requirement to use mineral lands for the county good and to protect farms and the environment.
Residents of the county place a high value on agriculture lands and thus I and many other residents disagree with the
Planning Commission recommendation to co‐designate the 2,000 acres of agricultural land as MRL. Instead I urge you to
support the community call for Option A‐1: No co‐designation.
The best options for of two of the County Code questions are not as straight forward. None of the options staff prepared
for the Planning Commission and for your consideration meet the test of sensible restrictions on mineral lands. The
questions are: When can a mining permit can be expanded unto an undesignated parcel (Decision D) and How much of a
parcel needs to be designated as MRL for the entire parcel to be considered for a mining permit (Decision E)?
I have had many conversations in the stakeholder meetings with mining representatives and with many others in the
community. I took the time to look at online MRL maps at the parcel level. I asked for and received more information
from staff about parcels with just sand and gravel versus all MRL parcels. As a result, I am proposing modified options in‐
between the those officially on the table. I and environmental members of the stakeholder group agree these
modifications serve the county best to protect parks and the county’s rural character.
Decision D – if minerals are evident in undesigned parcel next to a mined area can the mining permit be expanded into
the undesigned parcel? I request that you modify the Option D‐ 1 limits on expansion adding two exceptions to
meet the reasonable requests made by mining companies while protecting other parks from expansion into the
separation area.
I urge your support of a Modified Option D‐1: limit mine expansion with specific exceptions: Allow expansion of
existing mines into undesignated areas under only two conditions: 1) expanding into the separation distance surrounding
a park donated by a mining company or2) expanding into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area.
Decision E ‐ Does the permit office move ahead to consider a permit request if only a portion of a parcel is designated as
MRL? I request a modified Option E1 that more accurately sits at the halfway between options E‐3 and E‐2 in
terms of acres impacted. The original option E‐1 when applied to sand and gravel (the key issue in Thurston
County), impact nearly as many acres as option E‐3. The addition of a separation distance from parks protects
the fragile groundwater regime, and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat. The exception for parkland donated by a
mining company respects the request of the donor.
I urge your support of a Modified Option E1 ‐ 25% of parcel must be designated MRL to be eligible to apply for a
mining permit. Areas in the 1,000‐foot separation distance from parks and other natural preserves are not eligible to
apply for a permit. Allow one exception related to the separation distance from parks: existing parkland donated by a
mining company.
The diagram below shows how this modified E1 sits between the other options:
1
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Loretta Seppanen
Olympia WA

2

BCC-PH-117
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Ceazan <lisa.lisaceazan@outlook.com>
Monday, November 23, 2020 1:28 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Lands Designation

Dear Ms. Teeple,
I am writing to encourage the Commissioners to protect precious natural habitat and valuable agricultural land in our
county. In this time of climate emergency, we must protect our threatened species and their habitats as well as protect
precious farmland that provides us with much‐needed healthy, locally grown food untainted by toxics emitted by
mineral land development. Specifically, I support the following:







Decision A‐1: Mineral lands and agricultural land should not be co‐designated.
Decision C‐1: Maintain the requirement that parcel owners within 1000 feet of mining permit applications must
be notified.
Option D‐1 (Modified): limit mine expansion with specific expansion to two conditions only – 1) expanding into
the separation distance surrounding a park donated by a mining company or 2) expanding into the separation
distance from an Urban Growth Area.
Decision E‐1 (Modified): 25% of a parcel must be designated MRL to be eligible to apply for a mining permit.

Sincerely,
Lisa Ceazan
303 41st Ave NE
Olympia, WA 98506

1
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November 23, 2020

Thurston County Board of County Commissioners
2020 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Update – Mineral Lands

Commissioners:
Miles Sand & Gravel Company (Miles) would like to thank the Commissioners and County staff for the
thorough and enduring effort to understand all of the different groups and perspectives involved in
Mineral Lands. The most recent update, beginning in 2017, consisted of dozens of meetings and many
hours to reach a common understanding of the many complex issues. From those meetings, Miles
believes the following recommendations from the Planning Commission is the most appropriate
decision for Thurston County.
The following are the recommendations from the Planning Commission from:





Option A-2
Option C-1
Option D-3
Option E-2

Co-designation of Mineral Lands with Long Term Agricultural Lands
Maintain the 1000 ft Notification Distance
Allow Existing Operations to Expand within 1000 ft Separation
Allow for Whole Parcel to be Designated if Any Portion has Mineral Lands

Miles is in support of the Planning Commission’s recommendations.
Mineral Lands is just one component of a new mineral operation. The Mineral Lands designation allows
for an application to be submitted to the county. The specific site conditions and potential
environmental impacts can then be assessed on a site level. The site level assessment is the most
accurate and appropriate way to address complex issues.

Sincerely,

Ryan Ransavage
Earth Resources Manager

BCC-PH-119
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sharron Coontz <sharron.coontz@gmail.com>
Monday, November 23, 2020 3:33 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Lands

Hello, Maya. Here's a copy of a note I sent to the Commissioners. Thanks. Sharron
I'm writing regarding the Mineral Resource Lands proposals put forward by the Planning Commission.
I. First I'd like to endorse the positions (and rationales for those positions) taken by the
Agriculture/Environmental work group and provided to you earlier, with one exception:
I argued for a much stronger modification of E-1 and continue to believe that's necessary. A mine should not
be allowed to enlarge into a huge area just because a small portion of that land is designated as mineral
resource. Too many accessory uses are allowed on mine properties (unless they've been disallowed
specifically in the Special Use Permit process), and those uses can transform an area radically. There's no
reason to enlarge a mine into property that isn't designated for it, especially since so much of our county
has now been so designated. And while I was very reluctantly willing to compromise with requiring at least
40% of the land having a mineral designation, 25% seems onerous to nearby property owners as well as to the
rural character of our county.
II. As is pointed out by both Black Hills Audubon Society and the Ag/Enviro group, a 1,000 foot buffer is very
small when one considers the damage that can be done to special areas of habitat and wildlife as well as a
park and the park experience. Noise, alteration of the water supply and quality, potential pollution, etc. are
all associated risks. The 1,000 foot buffer should be the absolute minimum. (When you address the
Comprehensive Plan amendments later, please note that in Chapter 3, the Planning Commission has
removed the 1,000 foot buffer for any future parks. Please make sure that doesn't get passed, as it would be
a terrible danger to new parks.)
III. One area that I feel very strongly about is making sure that neighbors and other stakeholders who
participated in Special Use Permit hearings aren't victims of a bait and switch down the road because of the
new regulations regarding enlargement of mines. I would urge you to include something like the following
language in the section addressing mine expansion:
Expansion of mining activities can be allowed under certain circumstances. However, earlier pre-existing
agreements, contracts, and/or limitations included by Hearing Examiners in the permits must be upheld.
Neighbors, other stakeholders, and county citizens in general have the right to expect some finality in land
use decisions that affect them. The burden is on the proponent of the mine expansion to show that said
expansion adheres to earlier agreements (or show that parties to those agreements have withdrawn their
concerns), addresses any changed environmental conditions, and will not violate pre-existing agreements or
violate SEPA or other environmental regulations.
Rationale:
1. It's important to recognize that environmental factors change; new rivers are created or water sources
dry up, new species are identified as being in danger, etc. So new SEPA evaluations are critical. Our
expansion policy has to recognize that and ensure that new, relevant investigations are done. The onus
should NOT be on the public to have to bear the expense of an appeal of a casually issued Determination of
Non Significance (DNS) or Mitigated Determination of Non Significance (MDNS).
2. Similarly, neighborhoods change, new businesses and new density can necessitate new evaluations of
industrial use if that use is considering enlarging or increasing.
1
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3. As discussed above, our citizens have the right to expect County decisions to be respected and upheld.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration!
Best,
Sharron Coontz
3716 85th Ave. NW
Olympia, WA 98502
360-866-7596
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November 20, 2020
Thurston County Board of County Commissioners
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Gentlemen:
The South Sound Sierra Club Group, representing over 1400 members and supporters in Thurston County,
has the following positions regarding the draft Mineral Resource Lands (MRL) update.
The goals of the MRL update are to identify and classify mineral resource lands, designate priority areas
that are compatible with other land uses and to conserve through policies that ensure future uses
are compatible with mining.
Thurston County is losing valuable agriculture lands and opposes the co-designation of mineral lands with
agriculture lands. With over 140,000 acres of MRL and only 15,878 acres of agriculture land, there is no
need to co-designate. Please adopt Option A-1: No co-designation.
A priority of the South Sound Sierra Club Group is to preserve the 1000’ separation distance between
mining operations and parks, preserves, national wildlife refuges and other critical areas. The Sierra
Club strongly recommends land trust properties be included with these protections inasmuch as they
were purchased using government funding, are for the public benefit and whose primary purpose is for
habitat and conservation purposes. The separation distance is necessary to protect public enjoyment at
parks, for wildlife foraging and nesting, and to protect water sources.
The draft Mineral Resources designations greatly expand the amount of mineral lands available for
mining, especially in pocket gopher habitat in sandy soils. Additional mitigation requirements should be
specified for mining operations in pocket gopher habitat.
Adopt Option C-1: Notify neighbors within 1,000’ of a mining permit application. This is only
reasonable, especially with the potential expansion of mining operations in rural residential areas.
Some compromises discussed in the Stakeholders group of 6 industry, enviro and ag representatives
included some exceptions to mining into undesignated areas under two situations: expanding into the
separation distance surrounding a park donated by a mining company, and for an existing mining
operation (not new) expanding into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area. These
compromises seemed reasonable if the 1000’separation distance was maintained. We support the
Modified D-1.
We support the requirement that at least 25% of a parcel be designated in order to receive a permit and in
the case of multiple contiguous parcels, that 25% of the combined property must be MRL designated.
Adopt a Modified E-1. The County needs a clear county code stating the minimum MRL on a property
to accept a permit application.
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The South Sound Sierra Club Group urges the MRL update provides for adequate environmental
protections to preserve the rural quality of life in Thurston County while planning for future economic
development.
Respectfully,
Phyllis Farrell, Chair
South Sound Sierra Club Group
phyllisfarrell681@hotmail.com

BCC-PH-121
816 Second Ave, Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98104
p. (206) 343-0681
futurewise.org

November 24, 2020
Ms. Maya Teeple, Senior Planner
Thurston County
Community Planning and Economic Development
Thurston County Courthouse, Building 1, 2nd Floor,
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, Washington 98502
Dear Ms. Teeple:
Subject: Comments for the Board of County Commissioners Public Hearing on the
2020 Comprehensive Plan Update
Sent via email to: Maya.Teeple@co.thurston.wa.us
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Thurston County’s 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Update. Futurewise works throughout Washington State to support land-use policies that encourage
healthy, equitable, and opportunity-rich communities, that protect our most valuable farmlands,
forests, and water resources, and encourage growth in urban growth areas to prevent poorly planned
sprawl. Futurewise has members across Washington State including Thurston County.

We urge Thurston County to retain its existing policy and continue to not designate agricultural
lands of long-term commercial significance as Mineral Resource Lands. This is Option A-1.
Agricultural lands of long-term commercial significance have a “Nisqually Agriculture” and
“Agriculture” comprehensive plan designation and are zoned “Long-Term Agriculture (LTA).”
There are three reasons this is a wise policy.
First, gravel mining “(in all but a few cases) permanently converts the farmland it disturbs and also
disrupts local agricultural communities.”1 While restoration is theoretically possible, it is expensive
and takes time as the clean fill needed to backfill a gravel mine is limited and costly to transport.2 As
the former gravel mines in Thurston County demonstrate, they are not reclaimed as agricultural
land. Given the small acreage of protected agricultural land in Thurston County, allowing gravel
mining on this land will harm the farmland that is dug up and the agricultural industry.

Elizabeth A. Morrison, Pits, Politics, and People: Identifying Barriers to the Enhancement Reclamation of Floodplain Aggregate Mines
in the Willamette Valley, OR p. 7 (Thesis, Oregon State University: May 8, 2015) last accessed on Nov. 23, 2020 at:
https://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/concern/graduate_thesis_or_dissertations/wd3760397 emphasis added and enclosed
with Futurewise’s letter to Thurston County Community Planning and Economic Development (Jan. 5, 2020).
2 Id. at p. 58.
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Second, Thurston County has only designated 15,878 acres of agricultural lands of long-term
commercial significance.3 The 2017 Census of Agriculture enumerated 62,250 acres of land in farms
in Thurston County, down from 76,638 acres in 2012.4 The 15,878 acres of agricultural lands of
long-term commercial significance make up four percent of the 393,283 acres of rural and resource
lands.5 If agricultural lands of long-term commercial significance are not designated as mineral
resource lands, 140,086 acres will still be designated as mineral resource lands including land in the
Nisqually Valley.6 There is simply no need to dig up the County’s very limited agricultural lands of
long-term and convert them to other uses.
Third, taxpayers have purchased the development rights to 942 acres largely in the Nisqually Valley.7
Another 2,095 acres of farmland have an agricultural/conservation easement, 181 acres have
transferred their development rights to allow more intense development elsewhere in the county,
and another 302 acres of farmland was purchased to protect it.8 Having spent taxpayer and other
money and allowed development elsewhere to protect this land, Thurston County should not allow
this land to be dug up and converted to other uses.
Fourth, the county is conducting a comprehensive review the designation and conversation of
agricultural land. Changes in the policies related to agricultural lands of long-term commercial
significance should not be made in a piecemeal fashion. Policy changes should be considered as part
of a comprehensive review of agricultural policies and regulations.

We recommend that the County adopt Option C-1 and continue to notify property owners within
1,000 feet of a mining permit application. This is the current Thurston County requirement. Mining
operations can have significant impacts on neighboring properties such as affecting ground and
surface water quality and quantity. The neighboring property owners should receive a notice so that
they will have a real opportunity to learn about and comment on the application.
We also recommend that the County adopt Modified Option D-1. This would allow existing mines
to expand into land not designated as mineral resource lands unless the expansion would intrude
into the separation distance surrounding a park, except for parks donated by a mining company, or
unless the expansion would expand into the separation distance from an Urban Growth Area. These
Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 3: Natural Resource Lands PC Public Hearing Draft p. 3-11 (August 19, 2020)
Redline version.
4 United States Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics Service, Washington State and County Data
Volume 1 •Geographic Area Series •Part 47AC-17-A-47 Table 8. Farms, Land in Farms, Value of Land and Buildings, and
Land Use: 2017 and 2012 p. 288 (Issued April 2019) last accessed on Nov. 23, 2020 at:
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Full_Report/Volume_1,_Chapter_2_County_Level/Washin
gton/.
5 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 2: Land Use PC Public Hearing Draft p. 2-12 (August 19, 2020) Redline Version.
6 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 3: Natural Resource Lands PC Public Hearing Draft p. 3-23 (August 19, 2020)
Redline version; Map N-2 Designated Mineral Resource Lands Aug 19, 2020 Public Hearing DRAFT.
7 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 3: Natural Resource Lands PC Public Hearing Draft p. 3-8 (August 19, 2020)
Redline version.
8 Id.
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limits are needed to maintain compatibility with nearby uses. This both protects the community and
reduces conflicts with the mine that would make mining expensive and difficult.
We also recommend adoption of Modified Option E-1 requiring that at least 25 percent of a parcel
must be designated Mineral Resource Land (MRL) to be eligible to apply for a mining permit. Areas
in the 1,000-foot separation distance from parks, other than parks donated by a mining company,
and other natural preserves would not be eligible to apply for a permit. The benefit of designating
Mineral Resource Lands in advance is that miners, potential land purchasers, and neighbors know
that the land may be mined. This allows them to plan accordingly. If any property can apply for a
mining permit, this benefit is lost.
Thank you for considering our comments. If you require additional information, please contact me
at telephone 206-343-0681 Ext. 102 or email tim@futurewise.org.
Very Truly Yours,

Tim Trohimovich, AICP
Director of Planning & Law
Enclosure

BCC-PH-122
Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Russ McMillan <russmcmillan@comcast.net>
Monday, November 23, 2020 9:42 PM
Maya Teeple
Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Menser and Edwards
Please support the Mineral Resource Lands options recommended by the MRL stakeholder environmental
representatives to help preserve the rural character of the county. A‐1 would help in future protection of Long‐Term
Agriculture. Option D‐1 and E‐1, with minor modifications to each, will put some critical limits on mines and still allow
adequate opportunities for gravel extraction. TC citizens love their 38 natural area parks. Please keep the 1,000‐foot
separation distance around them to protect the fragile groundwater regime and thus the parks’ sensitive habitat.
‐‐
Russ McMillan
russmcmillan@comcast.net
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Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ramiro Chavez
Monday, November 23, 2020 8:36 PM
Joshua Cummings; Maya Teeple
Fwd: Mineral lands designation

FYI
Ramiro Chavez, P.E., PgMP
County Manager
Thurston County
Ramiro.Chavez@co.thurston.wa.us
(360) 754‐2960
Begin forwarded message:
From: County_Commissioners <county.commissioners@co.thurston.wa.us>
Date: November 23, 2020 at 8:24:31 PM PST
To: Robin Campbell <robin.campbell@co.thurston.wa.us>, Robin Courts
<robin.courts@co.thurston.wa.us>, Ramiro Chavez <ramiro.chavez@co.thurston.wa.us>, Kelli Lee
<kelli.lee@co.thurston.wa.us>, John Hutchings <john.hutchings@co.thurston.wa.us>, Gary Edwards
<gary.edwards@co.thurston.wa.us>, Tye Menser <tye.menser@co.thurston.wa.us>, Thomasina Cooper
<thomasina.cooper@co.thurston.wa.us>, Katelyn Johnson <katelyn.johnson@co.thurston.wa.us>
Subject: FW: Mineral lands designation

From: Thurston County | Send Email
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 4:24:25 AM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik
To: County_Commissioners
Subject: Mineral lands designation

This email was created by the County Internet web server from the email masking system.
Someone from the Public has requested to contact you with the following information:
To: the Thurston County Commissioners
Subject:
From: Esther Kronenberg
Email (if provided): wekrone@gmail.com
Phone: (if provided): 3608671988
Message:
I write in support of the position of the South of the Sound Farmland Trust regarding the
County's designation of mineral lands.
1
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To keep our County as resilient as possible and to reverse the alarming trend of farmland
loss, I hope the County will refuse to designate good agricultural land as mineral lands.
There is no replacement for good soil, and the rate of loss in Thurston County is much
faster than other counties in the State. From 2001-2007, we lost 50% of our remaining
farmland, and that trend has continued. We must preserve the little agricultural lands we
have left. We all need to eat.
I'd also like to recommend the 1000' buffer between any mineral extraction and natural
areas, parks, preserves, urban growth areas and rural residential zones. We need to
preserve the bucolic nature of our County.
Also, please consider that mineral extraction has deleterious effects on ground and
surface waters, and we must protect our water resources.
Thank you for preserving the rural character of our County.
Esther Kronenberg

2
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Thurston County Agricultural Advisory Committee
3054 Carpenter Rd. SE, Olympia, WA 98503
November 20, 2020

Board of Thurston County Commissioners
Building 1, Room 269
2000 Lakeridge Drive
Olympia, WA 98502-1045
Re: Comments on Comp Plan update: Mineral Resource Lands--CoDesignation of Agricultural and Mineral Resource Lands
Dear Thurston County Commissioners:
As we did during the development of the County Comprehensive Plan in 2019, we
are writing to you again to express our strong opposition to the co-designation of
(a) mineral resource lands and (b) agricultural lands of long- term commercial
significance.
The reason for our opposition to such co-designation is that Thurston County is
facing a crisis of farmland loss and a failure of farmland preservation. We lost
14,388 acres of farmland between 2012 and 2017, a higher percentage than any of
the other Puget Sound counties. In Thurston County we currently designate only
15,878 acres of our total of 62,250 acres of farmland as being of long-term
commercial significance, a smaller percentage than any of the other Puget Sound
counties.
To allow co-designation of more than 2000 of our only 15,878 acres of long-term
significant farmland as mineral resource lands, would only worsen our farmland
crisis. We already have more than 140,000 acres of land in our county designated
as mineral resource land, which we believe to be enough to meet county needs for
many years. We simply don’t need another 2000 plus acres of mineral resource
lands, particularly when these lands will be added at the expense of our already
very low acres of protected farmland.
For the above reasons we strongly support option A-1 of Decision A—NO codesignation of mineral resource lands on agricultural lands of long-term
commercial significance.
Sincerely,
Richard Mankamyer, Chair
Thurston County Agriculture Advisory Committee
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Energy and Natural Resources • 220 Occidental Ave • Seattle, WA

November 24, 2020
Thurston County
Board of County Commissioners
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW
Olympia WA, 98502
Sent via email to maya.teeple@co.thurston.wa.us
Dear Commissioners,
Subject:

Thurston County Mineral Resource Lands Designation

Weyerhaeuser appreciates the work by the county planning commission and staff in compiling a wide
variety of data and multiple stakeholder input on designating mineral lands of long-term significance.
Weyerhaeuser has some preference for options A-2, B-1, C-2, D-3, and E-2 as documented in the PC
Staff Report 08122020 for the following reasons:
1. A-2 allows co-designation for agricultural lands and gives landowners the option to personally
determine the best use of their land. Proposed new language added in the comp plan adds
additional protections for high value ag lands.
2. Option B-1 has reasonable monitoring requirements for noise. Continuously noise monitoring
in option B-2 is unnecessary due to the nature of when noise occurs and is overly
burdensome on the operator to collect and store such large amounts of data.
3. C-2 is a 500’ notification distance during permitting and is consistent with other notification
distances for other activities in the county.
4. Although option D-3 does not remove the arbitrary 1000’ separation requirement for new
operations, it was a compromise negotiated in the stakeholder meetings.
5. Since a mineral lands designation does not mean a permit to operate has been issued, we
support the concept that any mineral designation in a parcel should allow that whole parcel
to be designated (E-2), including the 1000’ separation areas. The permit process will limit
the acres available to mine if it is deemed a conflict with other land uses or critical areas.
6. Large portions of the designated acres are uneconomic due simply to low quality aggregates
and transportation issues to market. Some proposed resources areas located in
mountainous areas are challenging topographically and inaccessible during winter months.
7. The least impact to surrounding communities and the environment is to pick options that
create a streamlined process for expansion of existing operations. These operations have
already established a presence in their communities, the transportation systems, and land
impacts.
Regards,

Mary Castle
Manager, Minerals West
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November 24, 2020
Thurston County Commissioners
Thurston County Courthouse
Building One, Room 269
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98502-1045

Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Edwards, and Menser:
On behalf of the Thurston Thrives, thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the
Proposed 2020 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Amendments and specifically those
associated with the amended Chapter 11 Health and Human Services.
Thurston Thrives supports and welcomes the inclusion of Thurston Thrives on pages 11-8 and
11-9 in the proposed Comprehensive Plan amendments. As the County’s currently designated
community initiative to improve the health and safety for all people in Thurston County using a
collective impact framework, Thurston Thrives is uniquely positioned and structured to continue
collaborating with the Board of Health, director, health officer, and staff of the Thurston County
Public Health and Social Services Department to improve the health of the community.
In addition, as the Thurston County’s community initiative, Thurston Thrives is well positioned
to collaborate and assist the community begin the process to achieve greater racial equity and
work to close measurable health equity gaps between racial and ethnic communities in Thurston
County. Fundamentally, we believe that all group, regardless of race, should have access to the
health resources and opportunities necessary to improve the quality of their lives and that
differences in life outcomes cannot be predicted on the basis of race.
Again, we support the recognition, acknowledgement, and inclusion of Thurston Thrives in the
2020 Comprehensive Plan Amendments and encourage the County Commission to retain the
proposed inclusion of Thurston Thrives as presents. Please feel free to contact me by calling
(360) 357-3362 or emailing tegardo@thurstonchamber.com if you have questions regarding our
comments or proposed changes.
Sincerely,

Taylor Egardo, Project Coordinator

360.357.3362
tegardo@thurstonchamber.com

809 Legion Way SE, Olympia, WA 98501
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November 24, 2020
Thurston County Commissioners
Thurston County Courthouse
Building One, Room 269
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98502-1045
Dear Commissioners Hutchings, Edwards, and Menser:
On behalf of Thurston Thrives, thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the
Proposed 2020 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Amendments and specifically those
associated with the amended Chapter 11 regarding Health and Human Services.
In the Fall of 2020, Thurston Thrives, a community initiative to improve the health and safety for
all people in Thurston County using a collective impact framework, initiated a review of the
outputs from the local Health Equity Community Health Assessment. This review and analysis
of local health data and records by race and ethnicity indicates the community has a serious
health equity gap between BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color) and White residents in the
County.
The social events and community unrest of 2020 have created a stronger and renewed
community awareness, understanding, and urgency to correct long standing racial inequities and
systemic or institutional racism. In addition, COVID-19 and the related public health crisis has
further clarified and magnified known racial inequities in our health systems. We see growing
recognition that the community has a need and opportunity to address racial equity from a public
heath standpoint. The Thurston County Comprehensive Plan should acknowledge this need and
focus on racial equity as a critical issue.
Thurston Thrives’ initial review helped identify several potential additions to the proposed
amendments to the Health and Human Services Chapter. We believe that these additional
amendments can be included without substantial modification to the current Chapter framework
yet will benefit the residents and communities of Thurston County.
We are recommending the following amendments or additions using the “clean version” of
Chapter 11 (BoCC Public Hearing Draft Nov. 24, 2020) located on-line at
https://www.thurstoncountywa.gov/planning/Pages/comp-plan-update.aspx . Recommended and
suggested changes to the existing text are formatted as underlined words and sentences.
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Hutchings, Edwards, and Menser
November 24, 2020
Page 2 of 6
Recommendation 1: Page 11 – 1 / Section title: 2020 Update: Critical Issues
Amend to include: Commit to achieve health equity and a course of action that
reduces, and ultimately eliminates, health disparities so that optimal health for all is
possible and that differences in life and health outcomes cannot be predicted on the
basis of race.
Recommendation 2: Page 11 – 2 / Section title: 5 Key Facts: Health and Human
Services
Amend to include additional Key Fact: Specific health outcome measures are
significantly worse for Thurston County BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color)
residents compared to White residents. In 2018, the life expectancy of Black
residents was 76 years compared to 80 for White residents. In addition, between 2014
and 2018, infant mortality for Black infants was 9.9 per 1,000 compared to 4.4 per
1,000 for White infants.
Recommendation 3: Page 11 – 9 / Section title: C. Public Health Priorities in
Thurston County
Subsection: Access to Health Services and Other Opportunities to Thrive
Equal resources and opportunity are necessary for our community and all residents to
thrive. For example, disparities in access to health care effect everybody: the
individual in need, insurance companies, public funders, the public safety net, and
health care providers.
Racism results in the structuring of opportunity and access by assigning value based
solely on skin color and other physical characteristics. This creates unfair health
disadvantages and opportunities to some individuals and communities and unfair
health advantages to other individuals and communities. Systemic racism in the
access to health services prevents the community as a whole from achieving optimal
health for all.
Limited access to quality health services undermine people’s ability to reach their full
potential and lowers their quality of life. If a community has barriers to accessing
health services its residents will suffer from…
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Recommendation 4: Page 11 – 11 / Section title: A. Health Data for Decision
Making
Access to Health Services
Rural residents and BIPOC residents (black, indigenous, people of color) often
experience barriers to health care that limit their ability to obtain the services they
need. In order for rural residents to have sufficient health care access, necessary and
appropriate services must be available and obtainable in a timely manner. Data from
the 2019 Health Equity Community Health Assessment process identified rural
residents of Thurston County as being disproportionately impacted by a wide range of
health-related issues and the 2020 Racial Equity Assessment process identified health
disparities in birth outcomes and treatable chronic health conditions.

Recommendation 5: Page 11 -22 / V. Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 1: INCREASE ACCESS TO MEDICAL, BEHAVIORAL, AND ORAL
HEALTH SERVICES.
OBJECTIVE A: The County should increase access to appropriate medical,
behavioral and oral health services.
POLICIES:
1. The County should support strategies to expand access to no cost or reduced
cost primary care services and oral health services for uninsured or
underinsured individuals and disproportionately impacted groups including
residents who are Native or from the U.S. territories.
2. The County should partner with local service providers to improve access to
behavioral health and prevention services for all, but especially for lowincome and disproportionately impacted groups.
3. The County should explore opportunities to strengthen service delivery in
locations serving disproportionately impacted groups, including the unhoused,
BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color) and rural residents.
4. The County should support partnerships that promote access to prescribers
and affordable prescription medication for chronic health conditions and
behavioral health disorders.
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5. The County should support partnerships that promote access to preventative
and restorative dental care.
6. The County should support access to care and services that support a healthy
start in life for newborns and infants, with extra support for Black or African
American and Native American women and families.
7. The County should support efforts to reduce health disparities resulting from
differential access to care among all residents, especially those who are
children, low-income or identify as LGBTQ and BIPOC (black, indigenous,
people of color).
8. The County should support partnerships that work to eliminate health
disparities or avoidable differences between groups of people created by
societal barriers and systematic exclusion from access to medical, behavioral
and oral health services opportunities.
9. The County should support partnerships that promote racial equality and work
to eliminate racism and systemic racism as a source of negative physical and
behavioral health conditions.
Recommendation 6: Page 11 -23 / V. Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 2: Improve and protect air quality to reduce air based health hazards.
Objective A: The County should attain a high level of air quality to ensure a
reduction on adverse health impacts.
Suggested New Policy: The County should support partnerships to reduce health
disparities resulting from air quality and air based health hazards among all residents,
especially those who identify as BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color).
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Recommendation 7: Page 11 -23 / V. Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 3: Protect and preserve water quality and drinking water supplies.
Objective A: Water supplies should be protected with regulations and monitored for
quality.
Suggested New Policy: The County should support partnerships to reduce health
disparities resulting from poor drinking water supplies among all residents, especially
those who identify as BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color).
Recommendation 8: Page 11 -26 / V. Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 5: Improve nutrition by promoting healthy and accessible food options for all
local residents.
Objective A: The County should increase the access to healthful foods in
communities, including provisions of full service grocery stores, farmers markets, and
community gardens.
Suggested New Policy: The County should support partnerships to reduce health
disparities resulting from lack of access to healthful food options among all residents,
especially those who identify as BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color).
Recommendation 9: Page 11-28 / V. Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 7: Improve community health by reducing substance abuse.
Objective C: The County should support community-based approaches that address
the health, social, economic, environmental and other negative consequences
associated with substance abuse for all residents, especially those who identify as
BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color).
Thurston Thrives is ready to support the County to continue to work and eliminate disparities or
avoidable differences between groups of people created by societal barriers and systematic
exclusion from opportunities. We believe that these proposed amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan will help bring focus and renewed energy to close the health equity gaps
between BIPOC (black, indigenous, people of color) and White residents in Thurston County.
We recommend that the County Commission adopt the above edits and additions as part of the
2020 Comprehensive Plan Amendments to Chapter 11.
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Again, thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Proposed 2020 Thurston
County Comprehensive Plan Amendments and specifically those associated with the amended
Chapter 11 Health and Human Services. Please feel free to contact us by calling (360) 357-3362
or emailing DSchaffert@thurstonchamber.com if you have questions regarding our comments or
proposed changes.
Sincerely,

Doug Mah, Director Public Policy
Thurston County Chamber of Commerce

Cc: David Schaffert, President and CEO
Thurston County Chamber of Commerce

360.357.3362
tegardo@thurstonchamber.com

809 Legion Way SE, Olympia, WA 98501
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PROPERTIES
COMMERCIAL• INDUSTRIAL• AGRICULTURAL• NATURAL RESOURCES

November 24, 2020

Thurston County Board of County Commissioners
c/o Maya Teeple, Senior Planner
Community Planning and Economic Development
Thurston County Courthouse
Building One, Room 269
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98052
RE:

11/24/20 County Comprehensive Plan Public Hearing - Mineral Lands

Dear Commissioners,
Thank you very much to you and County staff for the many meetings and hours spent
reviewing the proposed County Comprehensive Plan and code updates for mineral lands. It is a
complicated subject, with a long history, and we greatly appreciate your and staff's interest and
time.
We are writing in support of the staff and Planning Commission recommendations for mineral
lands options C-1, D-3, and E-2. While we continue to strongly disagree with the 1000'
separation distance from parks and similar lands, these options strike a reasonable
compromise.
Segale Properties LLC has owned over 600 acres in central Thurston County since the early
1970s. This property is rich in high quality gravel deposits, and we have continually operated a
gravel mine on a portion of the land. It is our plan that the balance will be available for future
use, becoming a major asset for the County's future economy while complying with GMA.
As stakeholders, we have been involved in this process from the beginning, and directly
involved in the review process over the past nearly 20 years. We have been members of the
community stakeholder committees, attendees of the many County workshops, Planning and
Board of County Commissioner meetings, and hearings.
To summarize our positions on the options before you:
Option C-1. We support retaining the existing County code requirement for notice to
neighbors.

PO BOX 88028, TUKWILA, WA 98138 • 5811 SEGALE PARK DRIVE C. TUKWILA, WA 98188
PHONE, 206·575·2000 • FAX, 206·575·1837 • WWW.SEGALEPROPERTIES.COM
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August 19, 2020

Thurston County Planning Commission
c/o Maya Teeple, Senior Planner
Community Planning and Economic Development
Thurston County Courthouse
Building 1, 2nd Floor
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98052

RE:

8/19/20 County Comprehensive Plan Public Hearing - Mineral Lands

Dear Commissioners,
Thank you very much for your many meetings and hours spent reviewing the proposed County
Comprehensive Plan and code updates for mineral lands. It is a complicated subject, with a long
history, and we greatly appreciate your and staff's interest and time.
Segale Properties LLC has owned over 600 acres in central Thurston County since the early
1970s. This property is rich in high quality gravel deposits, and we have continually operated a
gravel mine on a portion of the land. It is our plan that the balance will be available for future
mining, becoming a major asset for the County's future growth.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN and CODE PROPOSALS
We are generally in favor of the Comprehensive Plan and County Code language that is before
you in this public hearing. Many at the County and in the community have worked long and
hard to get us to this point. We do have preferences and ask your approval of the following
code options that have been presented in the staff report (C-1, D-3 and E-2 as outlined below),
and we continue to strongly disagree with a generic (and we believe illegal) 1000' setback from
parks and similar lands. There must be a direct and proportional relationship between a
requirement and any identified impact of a use.
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October 14, 2020

Thurston County Board of County Commissioners
Thurston County Courthouse
Building One, Room 269
2000 Lakeridge Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98502-1045

RE: Comprehensive Plan Update - Mineral Lands
Dear Commissioners,
As owners of a 600-acre gravel property in central Thurston County for nearly 50 years, Segale
has been involved in the Comprehensive Plan updates for mineral lands for many years. We
have been part of the recent stakeholders process, and I also seNed as a member of the
mineral lands stakeholders committee during their extensive work over fifteen years ago. We
have submitted several letters over the years, and we would like to outline our position on
major points for your consideration today, ahead of your meeting with staff on Thursday.
We support the staff and Planning Commission recommendations that are before you,
especially Options D-3 and E-2. There are years of work behind their decisions, including many
stakeholder and Planning Commission meetings. They considered the codes then and now, and
all the community input, and did not reach those decisions lightly. While this is not an easy
issue, they have chosen compromise solutions that protect public interests and work for our
industry.
Outlined below are primary points as we see them, especially regarding the 1000' setback from
parks.
1) These compromise solutions are also important as a means to avoid a legal challenge.
Without them, we believe the County is open to a lawsuit for "taking" of land without a
valid specific reason, scientific basis or using actual physical conditions of a real mining
proposal and a specific property that supposedly needs protecting. A random and
arbitrary 1000' setback in the code that is not project or site specific, is not defensible:
therefore, we believe there is legal precedent in the State that exposes the County to a
court challenge. We suggest you read closely the letters from attorney Nancy
Bainbridge Rogers at Cairncross & Hempelmann, submitted to the County in 2018 and
2020, for more detail on how King County lost such a lawsuit.
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August 18, 2020

VIA EMAIL
Thurston County Planning Commission
Thurston County Courthouse
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Re:

Thurston County Mineral Resource Lands 1,000 Foot Setback

Dear Planning Commissioners:
On behalf of Segale Properties, I have reviewed the County’s material relating the history of
the Mineral Resource Land ("MRL") designation criterion setting a 1,000-foot setback from parks,
nature reserves and similar areas. The history does not support use of the setback. In fact, the 1,000foot setback remains highly vulnerable to being struck down by the Courts. I recommend that the
County repeal the 1,000-foot setback from both the Comprehensive Plan and Code MRL designation
criteria, and rely on later site-specific analysis of mining and operational impacts on neighboring lands,
to determine whether a buffer, or setback, of any distance should be provided between a mine and
lands such as parks.
As you know, the source of 1,000 foot-setback requirement is the current Comprehensive Plan
MRL designation criteria, which states:
2. Location. Designated mineral resource lands shall be separated by a distance of at
least 1,000 feet from public preserves, which include parks, national wildlife refuges,
state conservation areas, wild life areas, and other government owned preserves, but
excluding hunting areas. In addition, designated mineral resource lands shall be at least
1,000 feet from urban growth areas and rural residential areas with existing densities
predominantly one dwelling unit per five acres or higher, in order to minimize land use
conflicts during the long-term operation of the mine. To qualify for a mineral resource
designation, at least 60% of the area within 1,000 feet of a proposed site must be made
up of parcels 5 acres in size or larger, excluding parcels owned by the applicant.

nrogers@cairncross.com
Direct: (206) 254-4417
{04057972.DOCX;2 }
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In addition, this requirement is echoed in code, at TCC 20.30B.030:
20.30B.030 - Designation criteria.
1.
Criteria for Designation. A mineral extraction site may be designated as
mineral resource lands if it meets all of the following criteria:
...
d.
The site shall be separated by a distance of at least one thousand feet from
public preserves, which include parks, national wildlife refuges, state conservation
areas, wildlife areas, and other government-owned preserves, but excluding exclusive
hunting areas. In addition, designated mineral resource lands shall be at least one
thousand feet from urban growth areas.
Using these provisions, Thurston County imposes a blanket setback of 1,000 feet from
all parks and similar areas. Within that exceptionally large setback area, no new MRL may be
designated for protection, regardless of the value of the mineral resource, and regardless of the
potential to later evaluate and mitigate potential impacts to the parklands during a site-specific
permit review process. Repeal of these provisions is appropriate because the 1,000-foot
setback requirement appears to be illegal.
Similar requirements have been struck down by the Courts of Washington. RCW
82.02.020 prohibits the County from imposing any direct, or indirect, tax, fee, or charge on the
development, classification or reclassification of land. This prohibition does not apply to
dedications and similar requirements that the County can demonstrate are reasonably necessary
as a direct result of a proposed development. Id. The prohibition also does not apply to
measures imposed to mitigate a direct impact that has been identified as a consequence of a
proposed development. Id.
For example, King County’s attempt to impose a blanket requirement to limit clearing
on rural lands to a maximum of 50 percent of land area, was found to be an indirect tax, fee or
charge, that violated RCW 82.02.020. Citizens’ Alliance for Property Rights v. Sims, 145
Wn.App. 649 (Div. 1, 2008). King County’s 50% clearing limit was a uniform requirement,
unrelated to any evaluation of the demonstrated impact of proposed development. Id. The
50% clearing limit was not related to the nature and extent of the proposed development on any
lot and, therefore, was not impact specific. Accordingly, the necessary proportionality that is
required to fulfill the exception to RCW 82.02.020 was not satisfied. Id.
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Likewise, here, Thurston County’s 1000-foot “separation” requirement is imposed on the
classification or reclassification of lands as Mineral Resource Lands. The 1,000-foot “separation”
criteria uniformly precludes MRL designations for any parcel that is within 1,000 feet of many uses,
including parks, national wildlife refuges, state conservation areas, and rural residential areas with
existing densities predominantly one dwelling unit per five acres or higher. However, the prohibition
is in no way tied to any evaluation of the demonstrated impact of potential mining activity on a
particular site. That means that the 1,000-foot separation requirement is not impact specific. Just like
King County’s 50% clearing limit, the necessary proportionality that is required to fulfill the exception
to RCW 82.02.020 is not satisfied by Thurston County's 1,000-foot setback.
That the legality of the 1,000-foot setback does not appear to have been discussed
during prior MRL criteria discussions and appeals, does not mean the setback is legal. Indeed,
the King County case was decided in 2008, several years after the first 1,000-foot setback
provisions were added to Thurston County's designation criteria. The best path is for Thurston
County to repeal the 1,000-foot separation requirement. Notably, repealing this requirement
does not eliminate the County’s opportunity and obligation to evaluate any specific mining or
operations proposal and to impose mitigation to protect nearby including parks, national
wildlife refuges, rural residential areas and similar sites, from specifically identified impacts of
mining on a particular site. Instead, repealing the requirement ensures that a legally sufficient
site-specific review of potential impacts can occur at the time of permit application.
Matters of compatibility of neighboring uses with possible future mining should be addressed
at the time of site-specific permitting. The designation of Mineral Resource Lands is identical to the
GMA process for mapping critical areas, agricultural lands, and forestlands. See RCW 36.70A.050,
RCW 36.70A.170. All of these areas are to be designated based on the nature of the land itself, and
then potential impacts of any proposed future development are to be evaluated at the time of later
project-specific permit review. Just like it would be a clear violation of the GMA for the County to
have a blanket rule determining that no critical areas can be mapped within 1000 feet of certain intense
uses, it is a violation of the State’s direction to designate MRL to simply exclude some valuable
resource lands due to proximity to other uses.
Thank you for your attention to these comments.
Very truly yours,

Nancy Bainbridge Rogers
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Silver Springs Cattle Ranch, LLC
Greg Schoenbachler
13911 Military Rd SE
Tenino, WA 98589

November 24, 2020
Board of County Commissioners
C/O Maya Teeple
Thurston County Courthouse
2000 Lakeridge Dr. SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Via Email to: maya.teeple@co.thurston.wa.us

Re: Comments on Thurston County Comprehensive Plan Update: Mineral Resource Lands
Dear Commissioners,
As a Thurston County agricultural operation, Silver Springs Cattle Ranch, LLC, and its members as private
citizens all support and ask that you approve the Planning Commission’s unanimous recommendation on
Mineral Resource Lands from September 2nd 2020 of options A-2, C-1, D-3 and E-2. Below is further
explanation of the most critical decisions Thurston County presently has to make with regards to
Minerals Lands.
A-2: The simple scientific truth is good agricultural soil worth preserving and good mineral lands worth
mining are, by laws of nature, mutually exclusive. Ag lands are dependent on deep, rich soils that have
very little to no rock. Mineral lands are dependent on gravely deposits devoid of good agricultural soils.
This first reality requires very little brain power to understand, we're literally talking about the most
basic fundamentals of dirt most everyone learned before elementary school.
With just slightly more critical thinking and understanding of the needs and economics of both
agriculture and mining, any argument against co-designation, although maybe well intended, is at best
misinformed or misunderstood. Reasons to not co-designate are emotionally based, lack true
understanding of the micro and macro issues and has no scientific or economic basis. It comes right back
to the basics... Farms need dirt, not rock. Mines need rock, not dirt. Co-designation does not impact or
put at risk, good agricultural lands that are in the best interest to preserve.
Although mineral lands and agricultural lands do not coexist together as one, through glacial
development they often are found adjacent to each other on the same parcel or zoning. The common
misunderstanding of agricultural zoning is that it is all encompassing of only agricultural soils.
Agricultural zoning is an arbitrary designation on a parcel map that does not fully consider the on-site
lateral soil profile variations. A classic example of this is lowland bottom/river bottom ground with rocky
elevations on sides. In many cases a parcel zoned LTA may have a significant percentage of land that is
the furthest thing from productive and useful agricultural soil but rather a significant deposit of sand
and gravel or bedrock largely useless for agricultural production but valuable for aggregate production.
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In all actuality, co-designation, in many cases, could significantly enhance and promote open space and
agricultural lands preservation through two important vehicles…
1. Economic diversity and long-term economic sustainability for the farm. This can provide a
farmer the opportunity to add value to their lowest value land and add revenue to the operation
which in turn supports the most agriculturally valuable land. This alternative use of mining also
trends to be the most compatible type of neighbor to a farm. It provides additional revenue,
maintains the land as open space and keeps residential development from encroaching the
agricultural operation. Conversely, a farm is one of the best neighboring property uses to a
mine. In both industries, adjacent residential development is the least compatible but most
prevalent.
2. When mines are permitted, end of life reclamation plans are a critical and a required
component of the permitting. In a mining operation, it is conceivable for the thin, rocky topsoil
that was removed and stockpiled in the beginning to be refined and enhanced in the end and be
returned in a better form than removed. Essentially you can literally develop agriculturally
significant lands through mining reclamation.
C-2: Although possibly excessive, the 1,000 foot notification rule is tolerable.
D-3: This amendment is just logical. Expansion of an existing mine has far less impact than creating new
mines. This also addresses the difference of onsite conditions and arbitrarily drawn parcel lines that are
placed for non-mining related purposes.
E-2: This is good policy for the same reasons stated in D-3 above.
Silver springs cattle ranch LLC is one of Thurston county's last, large acreage agricultural
operations. This property is approximately 1,200 contiguous acres located in South Thurston County
and has been family-owned for almost 60 years. The only reason the present generation has been able
to preserve the farm and ward off residential development is from the ability to diversify operations and
revenue streams produced by various non-agricultural but compatible land use activities. Even an
operation of this size is not realistically long-term economically sustainable when solely dependent on
agricultural products and production. Mining can play a critical role in agricultural lands preservation
through economic bolstering.
We thank you for your consideration of our comments and for a decision based on logic and science
versus emotion or political motivation. Please help farms and farmers become more sustainable with
tools like diversification, the next generation of Silver Springs Cattle Ranch, LLC likely depends on it.
Sincerely,

Greg Schoenbachler
Managing Member
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

E Zita <ejzita@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 24, 2020 4:00 PM
Maya Teeple
farmers opposed to mining permits

Our family raises beef cattle in south Thurston County and we appreciate the good work done by
Thurston County staff.
We urge the County Commissioners to protect precious natural habitat and valuable agricultural land
in our county.
Specifically, we support Option A1 – no co-designation of mineral lands and long-term
agricultural lands.

Mining can compromise land and water, making it less suitable or less available for agriculture and
vegetation, forest and wildlife.
We need locally grown food and plentiful clean water.

Food and farmland, open space and clean water, are more important than gravel.

Please protect our ag lands from mining in Thurston County. It will pay off in a lot of ways. Thank you ‐

E.J. Zita, Armstrong‐Zita Ranch
‐‐
503‐766‐5399 <ejzita@gmail.com>
PO Box 1441, Olympia, WA 98507
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Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

NANCY ARMSTRONG <armstrongzita@comcast.net>
Tuesday, November 24, 2020 4:02 PM
E Zita; Maya Teeple
Re: farmers opposed to mining permits

On 11/24/2020 3:59 PM E Zita <ejzita@gmail.com> wrote:

Our family raises beef cattle in south Thurston County and we appreciate the good
work done by Thurston County staff.
We urge the County Commissioners to protect precious natural habitat and valuable
agricultural land in our county.
Specifically, we support Option A1 – no co-designation of mineral lands and
long-term agricultural lands.

Mining can compromise land and water, making it less suitable or less available for
agriculture and vegetation, forest and wildlife.
We need locally grown food and plentiful clean water.

Food and farmland, open space and clean water, are more important than gravel.

Please protect our ag lands from mining in Thurston County. It will pay off in a lot of
ways. Thank you ‐

E.J. Zita, Armstrong‐Zita Ranch
Nancy Armstrong
‐‐
503‐766‐5399 <ejzita@gmail.com>
PO Box 1441, Olympia, WA 98507
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Maya Teeple
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill Zachmann <bztelemark54@outlook.com>
Tuesday, November 24, 2020 6:14 PM
Maya Teeple
Comments for Comp Plan Update: Ag and Mineral Lands Designation

Greetings Maya,
I trust the attached comments about the above subject are not too late for public process.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit them as you continue your important work with the Planning Commission the
Board of County Commissioners and the dedicated staff in your department.
If you have any questions or need more information, please contact me.
My comments are below:

November 24, 2020
To: Thurston County Commissioners and the Planning Department
RE: County Comprehensive Plan Update – Agricultural and Mineral Lands Designation under the Growth
Management Act
Background
I’ve been actively participating in the County’s Comprehensive Plan Update for the last 2 years, as an invited
citizen to comment at past Mineral Lands Stakeholder Group meetings as well as via frequent testimony on
this topic at County Planning Commission meetings.
Through those processes, I have listened to many other stakeholders points of view, looked at and studied
several different proposals regarding the demarcation and preservation of high quality and productive
agricultural land along with the need to clearly identify and exploit mineral lands resources for present and
future.
Comment and Request
Based on the time I’ve spent on this topic, I am strongly in favor and request that the Comp Plan include the
adoption of ‘Option A1’, which would not co‐designate mineral lands and Long‐Term Agricultural (LTA) lands.
My primary reasons for this request are:


We simply cannot afford to lose any more productive farmland acreage than we already have in the
County, especially the land already designated as LTA . Thurston County’s agricultural lands provide
high quality food products and sustainable jobs for our local citizens. This land base also meets
restaurant and other market demands outside of the county, which provides another source of
sustainable income for our county’s food producers.
1
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We often heard from gravel extraction advocates that they can rehabilitate the land once the
extraction has been completed. I completely disagree with this notion. Once a given parcel of land is
stripped of its topsoil, and even if stored for later respreading, the damage has been done to the soil
structure and its living content that took many, many years to establish. The land is taken out of
production not only during the mineral extraction process, but it will also take many years to return to
these disturbed lands to same level of productivity after the mineral extraction process is over.



When looking at the amount of acreage in the LTA land base in contrast to the significantly higher
amounts of acres that can be used for sand and gravel extraction, we are talking about a mere 1 or 2%
addition to the current mineral lands base, via co‐designation, while at the same time incurring about
a 13 to 15% impact to LTA lands. This is inexcusable if co‐designation occurs.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this very important topic. I trust that you will weigh the needs
of proactively protecting county farmland at the same time you understandably enable the wise use of our
county’s significant and economically important sand and gravel natural recourses.
Sincerely, Bill Zachmann – 1429 11th Ave SW, Olympia WA, 98502
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BoCC Public Hearing Comments: 2020 Comprehensive Plan Update
Comments Received 11‐3‐20 through 11‐24‐20
Unique ID

Date

Commenter Name

Topic

Oral Comments Received at 11/24/2020 public hearing

Summary

County Response

Everything that you add, something is taken away. Nobody wants something
in their own backyard. I appreciated Commissioner Menser's comment that
this shouldn't be decided in a day.

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐133

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐134

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐135

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐136

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐137

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐138

11/24/2020 John Petitt

A couple areas I thought were concerning: septic section directs there's been
a major problem when there has only been 300 repairs over a 9 year period. Comment recorded

11/24/2020 Terry Ballard

I live in tanglewilde, note in the plan about septics. I get hit with a fee. 12 mil
gallons/day flow into Budd Inlet ‐ I believe this affects shellfish. Where is the
untreated sludge going? 131 people comment who are not even involved
with the properties surrounding them. Rocky prairie used to be a dynamite
factory. These comments need to be specific and surrounded by the people in
Comment recorded
the areas.

11/24/2020 Greg Schoenbachler Mineral Lands

Here mainly to discuss the co‐designation piece, which the Planning
Commission recommended. These areas do exist together but it typically
doesn't put agricultural lands at risk ‐ mines don't dig out dirt to mine
nothing. And farms don't farm in rock.

11/24/2020 Kyler Danielson

Mineral Lands

We ask that you approve the amendments as recommended by the Planning
Commission. Specifically, D‐3 which provides a reasonable exception to the
Comment recorded
1,000 foot separation distance, and E‐2.

Mineral Lands

The goal of the MRL update is to identify and classify mineral resource lands,
and conserve through policies to ensure future uses are compatible. I urge
you to adopt Option A‐1 which does not co‐designate. Thurston County is
rapidly losing farmland. I also want to highlight the priority of maintaining the
1000 foot separation distance in the criteria. I also urge you to adopt option C‐
1, as its important to notify citizens of mine permits, and option D‐1 which
limits expansion on undesignated when a park has been donated or into UGA. Comment recorded

Mineral Lands

I ask you to support A‐1, and modified D‐1 and E‐1. Modified D‐1 limits mining
expansion expect from a donated park or into the 1000 ft from a UGA.
Modified E‐1 would require 25% be designated, and I also ask that you write
Comment recorded
in there the 1000 foot distance not be impacted.

11/24/2020 Phyllis Farrel

11/24/2020 Loretta Seppanen

Comment recorded
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11/24/2020 Sue Danver

Mineral Lands

I support what Loretta and Phyllis Farrel have said. Black Hills thinks this is
about the future character of the County as well. This picture shows some
swan in Thurston County. I wonder and worry that this and similar areas in
Thurston County become gravel mines. There is also a demand in the County
for open space. Black Hills asks that your decision on the update provide a
balance on competing resource (environment, resources, habitat, open space,
etc). The demand is unknown and there is no mining cap in the ordinance. By
the time the mine application is complete it is essentially approved. Black Hills
supports the water resources review included in ordinance, option D‐1 and
Comment recorded
modified option E‐1.

Health

This evening I am here on behalf of Thurston Thrives. A study indicated a
disparity between BIPOC and white persons in the County. We see a growing
recognition of need and opportunity to address racial equity in the
Comprehensive Plan. We recommend the following changes: acknowledge
racial equity as a critical issue, acknowledge that specific outcome health
measures are worse for BIPOC than their white counterparts, acknowledge
Comment recorded
systemic racisim.

Mineral Lands

I ask that you consider balance. I urge you to support option A‐1 (no
codesignation), C‐1 (1000 foot resource use notice), D‐1 (only mine on
designated lands), E‐3 or E‐2 as Loretta is proposing with a minimum of 25%. Comment recorded

Comment recorded
Comment recorded

Doug Mah, Thurston
BCC‐PH‐Oral‐140

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐141

11/24/2020 Thrives

11/24/2020 Christy White

Oral Comments Received at 11/24/2020 public hearing

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐142

11/24/2020 Miles S&G

Mineral Lands

Most information is generated through the AESI study, I applaud that the
County took this step as good data helps the decision. These resources are
non‐renewable and it is important they be protected. We are in support of
the Planning Commission's recommendation. This designation would only
allow for submittal of a permit, and environmental concerns would be
addressed at the permit level. Mines must be reclaimed to land
use/appropriate zoning after mining complete. We feel the County does not
have the information to support agricultural lands having more economic
value and therefore we support co‐designation.

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐143

Taylor Egardo,
11/24/2020 Thurston Thrives

Health

We support the inclusion of Thurston Thrives in the health chapter.

Ryan Ransavage,

BoCC Public Hearing Comments: 2020 Comprehensive Plan Update
Comments Received 11‐3‐20 through 11‐24‐20

Mineral Lands

We agree with the Planning Commission recommendation and ask that you
support C‐1, D‐3 and E‐2. The 1000 foot separation distance ‐ Option D‐3 is
the best compromise for dealing with the 1000' distance. It is not based on
science, it is subject in court as taking. Expansion is preferable, rather than
forcing new mines into new neighborhoods. It also makes sense to go up to
existing barriers that are within that area. The permit phase is where the real
details are worked out, and mines must comply with strict local, state, and
Comment recorded
federal regulations.

Mineral Lands

This study was done with best available science but that science still doesn't
have the ability to delineate quality of certain resources. I'd like to
recommend that if any amount of a parcel is designated, then the whole
parcel can apply for a permit application (E‐2). We also want mines to site
further from neighborhood areas ‐ when you look at large areas where a
parcel is 640 acres, under E‐1, over 140 acres would need to be mapped.
Regarding the 1000' distance, we had long discussions to get to option D‐3,
the recommendation that the planning commission produced.

Mineral Lands

I'm concerned about the 1000' separation ‐ I think this is needed to protect
current and future parks. I'm concerned about mines expanding into non‐
designated lands. We have significant gravel (200+ years) to last this county.
We need to protect our rural area. You want to make citizens are not subject
to a bait‐and‐switch when mines come in to expand, there should be
Comment recorded
language that says existing agreements, settlements, etc apply.

Other

I urge you to approve implementation of the Thurston Climate Mitigation
Plan.

Mark Hancock,
BCC‐PH‐Oral‐144

11/24/2020 Segale Properties

Mary Castle,
BCC‐PH‐Oral‐145

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐146

BCC‐PH‐Oral‐147

11/24/2020 Weyerhaeuser

11/24/2020 Sharron Coontz

11/24/2020 Sam Merrill

Oral Comments Received at 11/24/2020 public hearing

Comment recorded

Comment recorded, however the Thurston
Climate Mitigation Plan is not a topic of the 2020
Comprehensive Plan Update.

(oral comment that was unable to be given at hearing) BCC-PH-147

Testimony before the Board of County Commissioners – November 24, 2020

I am Sam Merrill am speaking on behalf of the Thurston Climate Action Team,
representing the approximately 1000 community members on our list. And I speak for all
the young people – like my teenage grandchildren – who will inherit the world we leave,
for good or for bad. I live in unincorporated Thurston Ct., where, by the way, I am
surrounded by trees and thus never need air conditioning. I appreciate the efforts of the
Thurston County Commissioners, along with the city councils of Olympia, Lacey, and
Tumwater, to develop the Thurston Climate Mitigation Plan. I appreciate the funds that
you have pledged toward developing energy efficiency. I urge you to approve
implementation of the Plan.
I understand that you have immediate needs – certainly addressing COVID-19 and
its effects on people personally and on the economy, not to mention your budget. But we
have seen how fast a crisis can come on us and how hard it is to respond quickly and
adequately -- and how that is infinitely more difficult without good planning.
As the temperature of the air and sea rise, extremes of weather are in the news daily
– hurricanes in Louisiana – the state where I grew up, but hurricanes then were less
frequent than they are today -- and in Florida and elsewhere, droughts in the West, and of
course, fires that in neighboring Oregon burned an area twice the size of Thurston County
–devouring whole towns. We need to plan ahead. We have seen what COVID has done to
our economy in addition to its human tolls. Climate change, if not addressed, will impact
the economy far more. Developing solar and wind energy and electric vehicles will
provide great opportunities for innovation in business and create new job opportunities.
We owe it to our citizens to move forward in these areas to do our part to address the
coming crisis. I urge you to approve implementation of the Thurston Climate Mitigation
Plan.
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1000' separation distance and land trust properties.

Greetings Commissioners, I would like to respond to some of the mining interests' testimony tonight regarding
the 1000' separation distance.
The mining interests believe the 1000’ number is arbitrary and not based on science. It appears to be a
compromise number that applies to most situations for environmental and public interest reasons. It seems to
be better to have a generous, protective separation distance from an industrial activity. I was able to find a
2005 document from the Environmental Protection Authority (Australia) titled Guidance for the Assessment
of Environmental Factors re Separation Distances between Industrial and Sensitive Land Uses that
recommended 1000’ separation between Extractive Industries. So, the 1000’ number could be based on best
practices. I believe Futurewise has cited the same document.
I am opposed to determining separation distances at the permit process because it would place on undue
burden on the public, especially neighbors of a project, to monitor permit applications and adequately prepare
for hearings. Growth Management Boards have no jurisdiction over the permit process during appeals, so
adequate separation distances need to be formalized in the language of the Comprehensive Plan in order to
protect water quality and availability, critical habitats and public interests.

Please include land trust properties for "parks" protections.
The rationale for excluding land trust properties because they are not government owned is a weak
one. Governmental agencies (county, state and/or federal) hold land rights, on behalf of the public, to almost
all land trust properties, through deed restrictions and easements that are required under the terms of the
grant funding used to acquire the properties. These agencies typically require some form of public access to
the properties which are held in trust on behalf of the public. Nisqually Land Trust properties are to protect
and restore habitat for recovery of ESA listed Chinook salmon and steelhead trout.
May I also refer you and all the Commissioners to the Futurewise letter of March 28, 2018 to Allison
Osterberg, page 3, containing comments on Thurston County's Comprehensive Plan Update.
RCW 36.70A.30 (5) defines critical areas to include fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas. Land trust
properties have the primary purposes of conservation and habitat protection and therefore qualify as critical
habitat. The Futurewise letter, p.3 (iv) refers to RCW 36.70.A.060 which requires protecting critical areas. The
Futurewise letter, p.3 (v) requires protecting critical areas against conflicts with the use of agricultural,
forest, and mineral resource lands designated under RCW 36.70A.170.
Therefore, it is not in the public interest to exclude land trust properties from the separation distance
protections afforded to “parks” in the draft language.
I had intended to include these comments in my testimony tonight, but there wasn't enough time. I hope you will
consider them.
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Phyllis Farrell
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Hi Maya!
I think I need to forward this one to you too?
Thanks!
Kelli
From: Sandler & Seppanen <Laurel.Lodge@Comcast.Net>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 11:23 AM
To: John Hutchings <john.hutchings@co.thurston.wa.us>
Subject: Requesting you to reconsider co‐designation of ag and mineral lands ‐ assign further discussion to Community‐
driven Review of Agricultural now underway
Commissioner Hutchings,
I request your reconsideration of accepting the vote of six Planning Commission members to co‐designate ag and
mineral lands. The planning staff, your Agricultural Advisory Committee and 123 other community members support
option A‐1, no co‐designation.
When I spoke before the Planning Commission on this issue last fall, I agreed with Chair Nelson, that there may be a
benefit to some farmland owners in leasing a portion land to a mining company but argued that issue required further
discussion. Some discussion can be part of the Community‐driven Review of Agricultural Policies and Program currently
underway. The Agricultural Advisory Committee is the lead group working with staff member Jennifer Davis on that
review.
Loretta Seppanen
360 786‐9775
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Hi again!
Please see public comment below.
Thanks!
Kelli
From: Sharron Coontz <sharron.coontz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2020 11:54 AM
To: John Hutchings <john.hutchings@co.thurston.wa.us>
Subject:
Expansion of mining activities can be allowed. However, earlier pre-existing agreements, contracts, and/or
limitations included by Hearing Examiners must be respected. Neighbors and other County citizens have the
right to expect some finality in land use decisions. The burden is on the proponent of the mine expansion to
show that said expansion adheres to earlier agreements (or show that parties to those agreements have
withdrawn their concerns), addresses any changed environmental conditions, and will not violate pre-existing
agreements or violate SEPA or other environmental regulations.
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Hi Maya!
Please see public comment below.
Thanks!
Kelli

From: sdanver7@aol.com <sdanver7@aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 12:11 PM
To: John Hutchings <john.hutchings@co.thurston.wa.us>
Subject: please reconsider MRL position
Hi Hutch:
Sorry, so last minute. Just learned we can contact you after a public hearing.
As a member of the small stakeholder group in Feb/March 2020, there were many areas where enviros and mine
operators could not find agreement.
1) Please support E-1 with >25% of parcel mapped minerals. The PC choice of E-2 would allow mines to go
most anywhere but critical areas in unincorporated Thurston county. Given the priority that MRL get in permit hearings
over any other resources, E-2 means most of the unincorporated county could become a mine or mine accessory
area. This E-1 position would be a compromise between the miners and farmers, conservationists and rural land owners.
2) Please support A-1.
Thank you for taking time to read this request.
Sincerely,
Sue Danver
BHAS Conservation Committee
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